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PREFACE

The IUREP Orientation Phase Mission to Madagascar was carried out (by

Messrs Johan W. Brinck and John H. Meyer, consulting geologists) during

the months of September and October 1981.

One objective of the Mission was to obtain as much relevant information

as possible on the existing infrastructure in Madagascar, with particular

reference to aspects relating to the exploration and mining of uranium.

In addition, information was sought on the availability and nature of

published geological and geophysical data, the extent to which these

cover the island, as well as uranium exploration expenditures, past and

planned, production statistics and equipment inventories. It should be

noted, however, that some of the data made available to the Mission did

not corroborate with data from other sources. In such cases a judgement

on which alternative source of information was the more reliable had to

be made, although the Mission cannot guarantee the accuracy or

completeness of the data finally selected.

During the Mission, three over-land field excursions to areas of interest

were made (refer to Map 1 for itineraries).

One excursion (to Betioky) was interrupted for three days by the complete

breakdown of the vehicle en route, the complete absence of communication

and the unavailability of suitable spare parts in the entire area of

southern Madagascar. The continuing lack of a reserved vehicle for the

Mission proved to be a handicap during the whole length of stay.

The dates, itineraries and objectives of the three field excursions are

as follows:
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Dates Main Itinerary Objectives

Sept. 28 Antananarivo-Antsirabe-

Oct. 11 Fianarantsoa-Ihosy-Beraketa-

Ft. Dauphin-Betioky (return to

Antananarivo by plane)

Reconnaissance sampling

stream sediments; visit

to OMNIS camp site

(Betioky), project and

to former urano-

thorianite producers.

Oct. 15 Antananarivo-Antsirabe-

Oct. 19 Ibity

Visit to field camp at

Antsirabe and project

site; field excursion to

cipolin exposures for

comparative purposes

Oct. 22 Antananarivo-Ambositra-

Oct. 24 Ambatofinandranara-Itremo-

Antsirabe-Faratsiho

Field traverse to area

of unconformity and to

trachyte exposures at

Faratsiho

The reconnaissance stream sediment geochemical survey, undertaken during

the over-land field excursion to Fort Dauphin, was made because of an

apparent lack of quantitative data on uranium mineralization in

Madagascar.

A number of sections in these areas were examined for their geology,

structure and radioactivity. However, a planned field excursion to

Folakara had to be cancelled because of the lack of control over the area

(poor peace and order situation).
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1. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 Summary

This study, resulting from the IUREP Orientation Mission to

Madagascar, includes the reported information on infrastructure,

mining regulations and conditions made available to the Mission.

Within the structure of the centrally planned economic system,

uranium exploration and mining is considered the exclusive activity

of OMNIS, an organization founded by the State for that purpose

(Office Militaire National pour les Industries Strate"giques).

The geology of the island is reviewed briefly. About two-thirds of

the land-^mass has surface exposures of the Precambrian basement

complex, which is unconformably overlain by a Phanerozoic cover of

the Karroo (Upper Carboniferous-Middle Jurassic) and younger

systems. Characteristic of all areas of the island is the intense

chemical weathering (including lateritization), with its obvious

implications and constraints on geological mapping and geophysical

and geochemical surveys.

Madagascar has a long history of prospection and small-scale

exploitation of uranium (thorium and radium). Some of this activity

dates back to 1909, culminating in significant production of both

uranium and thorium (in excess of 5900 tonnes of uranothorianite) by

the CEA and private contractors in the Fort Dauphin area from 1955

to 1968.

Past exploration and development work in a number of areas, notably

by the CEA, OMNIS and the IAEA/UNDP, is reviewed and the uranium

resources and mineral indications reported.

The areas rated at present as the more important and which continue

to be investigated (by OMNIS, in conjunction with IAEA/UNDP

projects) in the order of priority are:
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- The Fort Dauphin area

- The Karroo formation

- The Neogene lacustrine basin at Antsirabe

The Mission estimates that Madagascar has a moderate potential for

undiscovered resources; it is estimated that such speculative

resources could lie within the range of 4000 - 38000 tonnes U. In

addition there are areas with as yet untested environments and with

no known occurrences which may be favourable but which will require

prospection.

Modifications to existing programmes and new programmes are

suggested. Policy alternatives are reviewed.

1.2 Conclusions and Recommendations

The current exploration effort by OMNIS, aided by the UNDP/IAEA

programme, is expected to prove or disprove the existence of

economically exploitable uranium deposits in two of the project

areas (Fort Dauphin, Antsirabe) within a reasonable short time.

Negative factors for these areas are that both were subject to

prolonged and intense exploration by a highly competent organization

(i.e. the CEA) in the 1950's and 1960's and that in the Fort Dauphin

area the economics of exploiting uranothorianite deposits has been

negatively affected by the decline in demand for thorium as a

co-product. A positive factor is that the use of newer technology

and knowledge of ore environment (e.g. at Antsirabe) may improve the

chances for the discovery of exploitable deposits.

Estimated speculative resources, which might be present in the three

environments now being explored, are as follows:

Antsirabe Neogene basins 1 000 to 3 000 tonnes U

Karroo 1 000 to 30 000 tonnes U

Ft. Dauphin area (uranothorianite) 2 000 to 5 000 tonnes U

TOTAL 4 000 to 38 000 tonnes U.
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While it is realized that the new total is larger than the previous

estimate made in the IUREP Phase I study (10 000 tonnes), it is

contended that the possible potential of the Karroo has not been

evaluated to the extent required for an area the size of the Karroo.

Developments in newer exploration technology, in model concepts of

ore habit and possibly in different concepts of uranium

mobilization, transport and enrichment redeposition, may well

improve the chances of locating economic deposits at Antsirabe and

particularly in the Karroo. The speculative resources for the Fort

Dauphin area include the 2 000 tonnes U previously considered (by

IUREP-Phase I) to be in the EAR category.

A provisional conclusion reached by the Mission through field

observations is that the host environment of uranothorianite

mineralization in the Fort Dauphin area is carbonatite rather than

meta-s ediments.

It is recommended that;

(1) The level of exploration activities at Ft. Dauphin and
Antsirabe should not be raised above present levels;

(2) That increasing attention and exploration should be given to
the Karroo project;

(3) That in all three projects, evaluation should be carried out
at the regional level first;

(4) That some prospection should be done for deposit-types at
present unknown to occur in Madagascar.

Recent and ongoing exploration and development activities in these

areas are;

Development drilling of uranothorianite occurrences in the
Fort Dauphin area by OMNIS and ground checks of anomalies
obtained from an airborne gamma-ray spectrometric survey.

Exploration of the Antsirabe basin, including stratigraphic
drilling, detailed mapping and geophysics (jointly by
IAEA/UNDP and OMNIS).
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Field examinations by OMNIS and IAEA/UNDP geologists of
secondary uranium mineralization and its geological setting
at Folakara, which were suspended during the Mission's stay.

In view of the results obtained from past exploration and production

of uranium, the interpretation of known uranium occurrences in

Madagascar and the IUREP Mission's own geological observations, as

well as current developments on the understanding of uranium ore

genesis, speculative resources are estimated to total within the

range of 4 000 to 38 000 tonnes U. Revisions and/or modifications

to existing programmes are suggested.

Two different but untested environments and different types of

deposits are pointed out, in which uranium might occur in economic

grade concentrations. One possibility is the occurrence of uranium

related to unconformities; the other is the favourability of uranium

accumulations in calcrete deposits.

In order to evaluate these environments in the areas selected and to

test whether such resources exist, modifications in the present

exploration programmes and new exploration programmes are proposed.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Terms of Reference

The principal objective of the International Uranium Resources

Evaluation Project (IUREP) is; "To review the present body of

knowledge pertinent to the existence of uranium resources to review

and evaluate the potential for the discovery of additional resources

and to suggest, in collaboration with the countries concerned, new

exploration efforts, which might be carried out in promising areas".

Phase I of the IUREP project, a bibliographical study, was completed

previously for Madagascar (IUREP N.F.S., 1977). In the present

phase, which is a more detailed assessment of the country and known

as the Orientation Phase, it is attempted to;

Obtain data on geography, infrastructure, labour,
legislation, regulation and administrative aspects
influencing uranium exploration, development and production.

Delineate areas favourable for the occurrence of uranium
resources by types of deposits in areas with known
occurrences and in other areas with no known occurrences on
the basis of comparative geology.

Recommend exploration methods, estimate the magnitude of
speculative uranium resources and review policy alternatives.

The initial draft of this report derived the evaluation of

Madagascar uranium resources from a statistical analysis based in

part on geochemical samples taken by the Mission. The Executive

Group managing the Orientation Phase of IUREP judged that the

evaluation of resources should be in accord with the methodology

adopted for IUREP, i.e. the estimates should be based on geologic

evidence. It was therefore decided to remove the statistical

material from the report and present estimates based on geologic

evidence and analogy to known uranium areas.
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2.2 General Geography

The Democratic Republic of Madagascar (Repoblika Demokratika

Malagasy), comprising the island of Madagascar and minor adjacent

islands in the Indian Ocean, is located off the East coast of

Africa. The main island ranks as the fourth largest in the world,

after Greenland, New Guinea and Borneo, having an area of 595 309

square kilometers. The island, situated in the southern hemisphere,

extends over a maximum length of 1580 kilometers and a width of 600

kilometers, and is located between latitudes of 11 57' and

25°38* South and longitudes of 43°12' and 50°17' East and is

thus almost entirely within the tropics. The Tropic of Capricorn

crosses the island at about the latitude of the municipality of

Betroka, South of Isola. Its coastline extends over a total of more

than 5000 kilometers. To the West it is separated from the African

coast by the Mozambique Channel, the latter being 400 kilometers

wide at its narrowest part. To the East, its nearest neighbours are

the islands of Maurice and la Reunion, separated by some 600

kilometers in the Indian Ocean.

Madagascar can be divided along its longitudinal axis into three

parallel geographical zones*.

The central elevated plateau, formed from ancient systems, a narrow

littoral strip to the East and a zone of sedimentary formations,

consisting of low plateaus and extensive plains to the West.

Proceeding from South to North, the plateau commences at Isola and

Horombe, rising in a series of domes and crests, known as the

Andringitra massif of granitic composition (highest point; Boby,

2658 meters above sea level) and the volcanics of the Ankaratra

mountains (Tsiafajavona, 2642 meters), then crossing great stretches

of the Tampoketsa at 1200 meters, to encounter the massif of the

Tsarantanana mountains, also of volcanic origin, rising to 2876

meters at Maromokotra. From there it runs into a triangle towards

the northern point of Cap d'Ambre, soaring into several more

mountain outcrops: Manongarivo, Ankarana and the Ambre.
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The eastern coastal zone, having an average width of 48 kilometers,

is a narrow alluvial plain, terminating at the sea with a coast line

bordered by extensive lagoons, some of which are connected by the

Fangalanes Canal, providing a partially navigable waterway.

The western zone is broader, being from 100 to 200 kilometers wide.

Its sedimentary formations of calcareous and arenaceous rocks slope

towards the Mozambique Channel, forming a succession of plains and

hills.

Most of the island is savannah-steppe and much of the interior is

covered with laterite. Except for the drought-ridden South, rivers

are numerous and flow generally westward; many are cut by rapids and

waterfalls and a few are navigable only over short distances.

Geographical constraints influencing economic development include

Madagascar's relatively isolated location in the Indian Ocean and

its mountainous terrain, the latter hampering internal

transportation and communication.

2.2.1 Vegetation

The island has been essentially denuded of its original forest,

which once covered the entire land surface. Over large parts of the

island, lateritic soil is covered only with a thatching of bozaka, a

stout stumpy grass, giving such areas the appearance of an enormous

steppe-land.

Forest areas represent only ten per cent of the surface. Such areas

are located near the Ranopiso Pass, west of Taolanaro (Fort Dauphin)

to the north-eastern Marojezy massif where the eastern cliffs have

retained their dense cover and the area of the Masoala massif, the

latter being the only remaining virgin forest. The Andringitra and

Ankaratra ranges still have some patches of the old high altitude

forest. Some measures have been initiated to protect and encourage

forest growth, including the systematic preservation of forest
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remnants by classifying them as national reserves, the prevention of

the frequent bush fires, and re-forestation, as in the Tanety hills.

While some of the denudation has been due to the need to clear the

land rapidly for cultivation, the major causes have been the

extensive use of wood and charcoal for domestic heating and cooking

purposes, the use of wood for building, pasture clearance by means

of bush fires, as well as the Malagasy tradition of showing

discontent by setting fire to the whole hillsides.

2.3 Climate

Madagascar's geographical position, with the Tropic of Capricorn

running through it, coupled with the island's irregular physical

relief, makes its climate extremely varied, which could be more

accurately described as a number of climates differing by region.

In the eastern region, the bluffs of the high plateau provide a

barrier to the moisture-laden clouds brought in from the East by

prevailing trade winds. The region is the most humid of the entire

island; rainfall persists throughout the year. Average annual

rainfalls of more than three meters have been registered at

Tamatave, Maroantsetra and the island of Saint-Marie. During the

summer season, November to April, the trade winds, meeting with the

Mozambique monsoon to the North-West, are the causes of the

sometimes catastrophic cyclones in February and March. The harbour

of Toamasina (Tamatave) is one of the most exposed places.

Temperatures range between 17°C in the winter and 31 C in the

summer. The climate of the region is of the equatorial type and is

characteristically hot and humid.

The central plateau has a tropical, mountain-type climate, moderated

by its high altitude, with well differentiated thermal seasons (at

Antananarivo the "hot" season lasts five months, the "cool" season

seven). About 1.40 to 2.00 meters of rainfall occur annually, of

which only 0.10 meters fall during the winter months (May to
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September). The number of annual rainy days vary from 86 (Ihosy) to

161 (Antananarivo). Temperatures of the plateau have an average

range of 12 to 21 C, though at times they can attain 30°C;

during the winter months, temperatures can drop to 5°C at night.

Despite this relatively moderate climate, rainfalls are sometimes

heavy, particularly during the summer, causing flooding and road

wash-outs. (The Mission was itself witness to such an occurrence,

when National Route 7, one of the major North- South routes, became

impassable near Ambositra, except for some four-wheel drive

vehicles, for more than 18 hours.)

The climate of the western region is relatively dry and hot (only

the valley of the Sambirano has a climate comparable to that of the

East coast). For example, about 60 rainy days have been recorded at

Morondava, 129 days at Ambanja and 80 days per year at Mahajanga.

Temperatures are higher; Mahajanga has a mean temperature of 27 G.

The climate of the southern region is markedly drier than the West;

only 51 days of rain annually have been recorded at Toliara and 83

days at Amobovombe.

The timing of exploration campaigns in Madagascar is, as may be

expected, considerably affected by these varying climatic

conditions. The precipitation during the rainy seasons make many of

the roads impassable and some work, such as geochemical surveys,

inapplicable during such periods. In addition, the cyclones,

occurring mainly in February and March, are serious constraints to

field work being carried out at such times.

Whereas it is, in theory, possible to carry out most types of

exploration activities on the high plateau throughout the entire

year, the very heavy rainfall occurring in the eastern region during

the rainy season generally restricts exploration work there to the

drier season (May to September).
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Aerial photography and other airborne work should be carried out

during the early morning hours, when rainfall tends to be less

likely. It is advisable to time such work for the transition

between the rainy and dry seasons, when fields are still wet and

photo-imagery is not obscured by the smoke resulting from the fires

set to burn refuse from the previous harvest.

2.4 Population and Demography

The most recently available statistics on population (1977) indicate

a total population of 9,112,000 in the Republic of Madagascar.

While this total implies an average population density of 15.3

inhabitants per square kilometer, it does not reflect the

heterogeneity of the distribution. In large areas of the main

island, particularly in the western region, the population density

is less than 5, whereas in the central area of the plateau and along

the East coast, it exceeds 24.

The population is predominantly rural (83%) and young (more than 50%

are twenty years old or younger).

Based on current estimates, the population is expected to increase

by the end of the century to the following totals:

Year Estimated Population

1984 10,460,000
1992 13,150,000
2000 16,593,000

The distribution of the population, in urban and rural sectors and

by Faritany (province), is as follows;

% of total population
Faritany Urban Rural

Antananarivo
Fianarantsoa
Toamasina (Tamatave)
Mahajanga (Majunga)
Toliara (Tuliar)
Antseranana (Diego-Suarez)

25.5
9
9

11
7

24

74
91
91
89
93
76
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Urban Centres

Urban centres with a population of more than 20,000 inhabitants are
as follows;

CENTRE POPULATION

Antananarivo 520,000 (the capital of Madagascar)
Fianarantsoa 120,000
Antseranana 94,237
Toamasina 92,275
Antsirabe 86,000
Mahajanga 82,140
Farafangana 59,600
Toliara 54,984
Antalaha 47,352
Antosohihy 33,343
Ambatondrazaka 31,755
Taolagnaro 25,665
Manakara 23,200
Marovoay 20,800
Morondava 20,500

(Source; INSHE, Madagascar, 1977)

The demographic growth rate, which has long been stable, has

recently been increasing due to improvements in health and social

care. It is currently nearing three percent.

There are 17 different ethnic groupings among the population of

Madagascar, having distinctive differences, according to racial

origin, physiogamy and customs. These groups tend to concentrate in

the different areas as follows;

Area Ethnic Group

North Antakarana
North-West Sakalava and Tsimihety
East Betsimisaraka and Sihanaka
High Plateau Merina and Betsileo
South-West Sara, Mahafaly and Vezo
South-East Antambahoaka, Antaimoro, Antaifasy,

Antaisaka, Antanala, and Antanosy
Extreme South Antandroy
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Despite their diverse ethnic origins and cultures, the Malagasy have

a common language, Malgache, which is spoken throughout the island.

However, the French language continues to be the means of

communication in the cities with governmental and administrative

organisations.

It is estimated that about 50,000 foreigners live in Madagascar, of

which Indians, Pakistanis, Chinese and French form the more

significant sectors.

2.5 Government and Administration

Madagascar became an independent republic in 1960 and is a member

country of the United Nations. The referendum of December 1975

showed an overwhelming majority in favour of a new constitution,

wherein the principle of a strong presidential power was confirmed.

The event established the Second Republic, with the official title

of the Democratic Republic of Madagascar. The political

institutions are defined in the Constitution of 31 December 1975.

It equally confirmed the functions of the President of the Republic

and the President of the Supreme Council of the Revolution. The

institutions of the Republic comprise the following;

- The Supreme Council of the Revolution

- The National Popular Assembly

- The Government

- The Military Committee for Development

- The'Constitutional High Court

The political orientation of the regime was established by the

President, Lt.-Cr. Didier Ratsiraka, in the Charter of the Socialist

Revolution of Madagascar. Under the terms of the Charter, the

following are the principal objectives;

- To place the control of the economy in the hands of the
Malagasy,
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- To develop citizen participation in the local political
life;

- To promote social justice.

A profound reform of the politico-administrative structure was

introduced to facilitate national economic development.

The system introduced is an innovation adapted to conform to the

functions of the traditional village council, the Fokonolona, the

basic unit for economic development. Emphasis is now put on small

projects which can be planned and carried out by people at the

Fokonolana level.

Madagascar is organised into decentralised territorial collectives,

with the following administrative units and groupings:

- Fokontany ". The basic decentralised collective.

- Firaisana ; Consists of a group of several Fokon-
tany; it corresponds to the former
"communes" and "arrondissement".

- Firondronana ; Consists of a group of several
Firaisana and corresponds to a degree
to the former "sous-prefecture".

- Faritany •. Consists of a group of several Firon-
dronana and corresponds to the former
"province".

The Chef de Faritany represents the
Prime Minister in each of the six
Faritany.

2.5.1 Economic Policy

After the change in government in 1972, certain legislative measures

were enacted, to provide new impulses to the economy. The

Agreements for Co-operation (Accords de Co-operation) with France

were revised.
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Madagascar ceased to be a member of the Franc zone (in 1973), in

order to establish its own central banking system, with the objec-

tive of allotting priority to investments in the public sector and

to give preference to Malagasy enterprises. During the same period,

Madagascar resigned from membership of the Organisation of the

African and Madagascar Community (O.C.A.M.). The policy of the ma-

dagascarisation of commerce and industry was implemented, giving a

greater share to the public sector within the national economy.

Commercial banks and insurance companies were nationalised, as were

a number of companies formerly under foreign control.

The ultimate objective was for the State to obtain major control of

all enterprises of importance to the national economy.

At the same time, it was recognised that private foreign investments

should continue to play an important role in the economy, not only

because these are sources of capital, but also because of the

accompanying infusion of new and innovative technology.

2.6 Gross National Product (GNP), Income and Investment

q
During the decade of the 70's, the GNP increased from 249.8 x 10

(billion) FMG to an estimated 689.8 billion FMG in 1980 (the

exchange value of the FMG is guaranteed by the French banking

system: the value of the Malagasy Franc (FMG) is fixed at 50 FMG for

1 French Franc). This increase represents an average annual rate of

+ 10.7%, although, in terms of constant 1970 FMG, it amounts to a

growth rate of only + 1%, the remainder being due to inflation.

During the same period, the gross value of exports rose from 43.5 to

104.7 billion FMG (i.e. annually at + 9.2%, whereas the equivalent

value of imports increased from 52.4 to 189.0 billion FMG (i.e.

+ 13.7%). In terms of constant 1970 FMG, exports and imports

balanced at about 49 to 50 billion FMG, or roughly 20% of the GNP.
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Although Madagascar exports some hydrocarbon liquid fuels (i.e.

diesel oil), it is a net importer. The very high increases in the

world prices of fuels during the 1970's necessitated drastic res-

trictions on their imports and indirectly those of food and other

consumables', the economy finding it difficult to generate sufficient

foreign exchange for their purchases from abroad. In the case of

rice, which is the major staple food and of which the country is a

net importer, the value of imports had increased from 3.1% in 1971

to 8.9% of total imports by 1979.

World-wide economic development has been, to a large extent, one of

the causative factors for the present scarcity of foreign exchange

required to finance the import of food (rice is made an exception)

and consumer goods in general and for the shortages in imported

products presently prevailing in Madagascar. The main sectors

contributing to the GNP are shown in table I. Mining contributes

only just over 1% at present.

In terms of real income, the per capita income actually decreased

during the Seventies. Assuming the low estimate of a population

growth of 2.5% annually during the decade, the average per capita

income decreased by 1.5% annually. In 1980 this income stood at an

estimated 70,000 FMG, or approximately $240 per year per capita.
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TABLE I

The Contribution of Various
Sectors to the National
Economy Sector.

Agriculture

Meat Production

Commerce

Transport and Communication

Textiles

Building and Public Works

Food Products

Forestry Products

Fisheries

Financial Institutions

Petroleum

Rice

Electric Power and Water

Sugar

Mining

Metal Working and Metallurgy Industry

Chemical' Industry

Publishing

Others

National Product in Per Cent
of Total (adjusted to 1980
price levels)

26.9

12.0

11.9

8.0

4.7

4.1

3.7

3.3

3.0

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.2

1.1

0.8

0.3

10.4

*•. Others include cement, construction materials, paper, transportation
equipment, electrical construction.

+ : For the year 1976, the value of mined products is reported as
follows:

(Millions of FMG)

Chromite
Graphite
Mica
Precious and ornamental stones
Industrial minerals

4 935
1 079
165
290
30

6 499
wwv

Source-. "Premier Plan-1978-1980"; Ministere Aupres de la Presidence de la
Republique-Charge des Finances et du Plan (1977)
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2.6.1 Income

As from 1 May 1978, a general pay scheme was established by the

Government for the territory of the Republic. Guaranteed

interprofessional minimum salaries, or "SM1G" (Salaires Minima

Interprofessionels Garantis) were instituted by decree (No. 74083,

dated 01.03.1974). Under this scheme, every employer must classify

hourly paid labour, as well as salaried employees, according to

skill and seniority. Salaries and wages must at least equal a

guaranteed minimum pay, which depends on the different categories

established.

These categories fall into two main sectors, the agricultural and

non-agricultural. In order to encourage industrial development, the

Government has allotted a higher index to the non-agricultural

sector.

The two indices used are:

Agricultural sector *. 30

Non-agricultural sector ; 34

Salaries are computed by applying multiples which are determined in

accordance with the category of the employee. In the industrial

sector, the multiple varies from 170 for unskilled labourers with no

experience to 2040 for experienced highly-qualified employees, the

latter corresponding to a monthly minimum salary of 69 360 FMG (i.e.

2040 x 34). The multiples used for employees in the administrative

and transportation categories range from 170 to 1240 and from 240 to

670, respectively.

For the public service category, the rates of salary increases are

limited to a maximum rate (8.3% per year or 27% for three years).
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Employees in the private sector contribute 1% of their gross pay to

the social security system, which comprises family allowances, old

age pensions and industrial accident insurance. Every employer in

the sector must be registered with the Caisse Nationale de

Prevoyance Sociale (CNaPS), to which he contributes 16% of the gross

salaries paid to employees. The employer must also subscribe to a

common medical service, to which he contributes 1.5 to 3% of monthly

remuneration paid (Code de Travail-Titre Vll-chapitre 2), depending

on the type of enterprise.

Minimum working hours are fixed at 40 hours for the industrial and

commercial sectors and 46 hours weekly for the agricultural sector.

Overtime is remunerated by a surcharge of 30% for the first eight

hours weekly and 50% for any additional hours. Shift work has a

surcharge of 30% for night work and 40% for Sundays and public

holidays

2.6.2 Investments

The State regulates and controls investments in the economy. More

than 60% of the economy is now under direct State control (compared

with 13% in 1975), about 130 companies having been nationalised

during the period 1975 to 1978. The Government has declared that it

will not offer compensation to nationalised firms, except in a few

extraordinary cases.

Investment plans, published by the Government (MINISTERE aupres de

la PRESIDENCE, 1977), show that current emphasis in investments is

in industry, mines and energy and in buildings and public works.

Less dynamic growth rates are envisaged in the agricultural and

service sectors. Table No. II shows the investments planned in 1977

compared with 1980 and the corresponding growth rates over the same

years. A gradual evolution in the structure of the economy is

apparent.
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Table II

Investments by Main Sectors, 1977 to 1980
(Source: MINISTERE aupres de la PRESIDENCE, 1977)

Sector Investments (adjusted values)
Millions of FMG

MEAN ANNUAL
GROWTH RATE U )

YEAR

Industry

Mines and Energy

Buildings and

Public Works

Services

Agriculture and

related Activities

TOTAL

1977

52 010

15 050

14 000

106 700

167 400

355 160 .

wwwv

1980

70 580

19 405

17 386

122 795

189 935

420 100

wwwv

1977-1980

10.70

8.84

7.49

4.80

4.30

5.75

vwww

2.7 Infras tructure

Many of the problems attendant to the economic development of

Madagascar is the need to develop a sufficient infrastructure. The

more urgent problems include the requirements for improving logistic

support and energy.

2.7.1 Energy Requirements, Resources and Production

The energy requirements of the country are met primarily by the

importation of crude petroleum and coal, by indigenous

hydro-electric power, as well as by some thermal stations burning

imported coal. Wood and charcoal continue to supply some of the

requirements of the industrial sector and most of domestic needs.
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While no precise statistics on total requirements are available, one

evaluation estimates that Madagascar requires between 20 000 and

50 000 tonnes of coal and 3 560 000 barrels of petroleum annually

(DUMESTRE, 1980). Another estimate made in 1977 indicated that the

total petroleum requirements in 1980 will cost the country the

annual sum of 22 400 million FMG (MINISTERE aupres de la PRESIDENCE,

1977). Assuming a price of US$ 34 per barrel, this amounts to the

equivalent of about 2 350 000 barrels annually. (Some of the

revenue expended is returned by the re-export of petroleum

derivatives).

Although there is at present no indigenous oil production, there are

potential resources which may exist, both on land and off-shore. In

collaboration with State authorities, foreign oil companies are

currently exploring in permit areas for conventional oil deposits in

sedimentary basins on shore in Western Madagascar and the Mozambique

Channel. In addition, the State is carrying out oil exploration on

its own, funded by the World Bank.

Important deposits of bituminous sandstone (at Bemolanga, 300

kilometers WNW of Antananarivo) and heavy oil are known to occur in

western Madagascar.

The utilisation of these resources will ultimately depend on the es-

tablishment of adequate road network and on the development of an

economic process for the recovery of oil. A concern from the German

Federal Republic is at present conducting pilot plant studies, under

a commercial contract, on the processing required. The bituminous

sandstone deposits of Bemolanga may contain as much as 3 000 million

tonnes in place. While this represents a considerable resource, ex-

ploitation is at present inhibited by significant economic cons-

traints. Investment requirements would probably be of the order of

$50 000 per barrel of capacity, which is equivalent to about $1 000

million for a commercially viable capacity of 20 000 barrels per day.
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South of the Bemolanga bituminous sandstone deposit, at Tsimoro, the

same sandstones are impregnated with viscous oil, at depths of 200

to 500 meters. The occurrences are currently being explored by

seismic surveys, followed by drilling, as part of a feasibility

study to recover the oil by steam injection. The project is being

funded by the World Bank. If the results of this phase of the study

are sufficiently encouraging, it is hoped that a pilot plant will be

installed within two years. The cost of constructing a facility

with a capacity of 1 000 barrels per day has been estimated at

US$ 100 million (1980 prices).

A large coal deposit of low caloric value is known to exist at Sakoa

(Sakaraha), 134 kilometers North-East of Tulear (Tolihara). In

1979, the deposit was evaluated by a company from the Federal

Republic of Germany.

The principal properties of this coal are:

Caloric Value : 6500 - 7000 K Cal/Kilogram

Ash Content •. 17%

Volatile Hatter : 26% (on dry base)

Specific Gravity : 1.41 to 1.57

Reserves are indicated as follows:

Geological Reserves *. 173 million tonnes

Exploitable Reserves v 134 " "

Recoverable Reserves ; 84 " "

It is reported that the deposit could be mined at "a relatively low

cost" by an open-cast method. If production from the deposit proves

to be feasible, the coal requirements of Madagascar could be met for

many years. Over the period 1978-1980 the Government planned a

study on the exploitation of the deposit to meet market requirements

in the indigenous cement industry, an iron and steel industry, for
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metallurgical coal and for coal derivatives, but the results are not

available.

Other coal deposits (bituminous and sub-bituminous) and peat are

reported to exist (WORLD ENERGY CONFERENCE, 1980). Total reserves

of bituminous and sub-bituminous coal are quoted as 1 000 million

tonnes and 75 million tonnes respectively; their grade, caloric

value and exploitability, is not known.

Deposits of lignite are also known to occur in Madagascar, but in

view of their low caloric value (1375 - 3000 K Ca 1/Kilogram), they

could only be marketed to meet specific local needs. One deposit is

in production in central Madagascar, between Antananarivo and

Antsirabe, to supply the energy requirements of a cement factory.

About 80% of household energy requirement is met by charcoal, which

is mostly locally produced. The use of charcoal has resulted in

severe deforestation and high charcoal prices near population

centres. Current reforestation projects may be insufficient to make

up for the gradual depletion in forest resources.

At present there are no indications that any uranium resources

within the country will be utilised in national nuclear energy

programmes, as no plans for the introduction of nuclear power have

been announced.

Electric power is supplied partly by thermal stations and partly by

hydroelectric stations; the thermal stations supplying about 60% of

the base load of power requirements. Total power generated during

the first six months of 1980 averaged about 26 800 000 Kwh per month

(BULLETIN MENSUEL, 1980).

Because of gradually rising demand for power, additional capacity is

being installed in the hydroelectric sector by the construction of

larger reservoirs and by building new, small hydroelectric stations
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in regions with power shortages. For the period 1978-1980, new

investments planned for the electric power industry have been

evaluated at 3 500 Megawatts (Source: MINISTERE aupres de la

PRESIDENCE). It is not known to what extent this planned increase

in generating capacity was realised.

Electric power is not available everywhere in Madagascar. The

electric power supplied to the domestic market, for lighting and

power outlets, is 50 cycles A.C. with a voltage of either 220 or 110.

The existing inter-connecting grid in the region of Antananarivo

accounts for more than half of the total electric power

requirement. The remainder is the total of the electric power

supplied to 30 isolated systems in the country. Electric power

transmission is by 400 kilometers of high tension lines and 2 300

kilometers of distribution lines.

2.7.2 Industry

Up to the present, the economy continues to be dominated by the

agricultural sector. Over 80% of the population derives its

livelihood from this sector and nearly 802 of the value of total

exports consists of coffee, cloves, vanilla and other vegetable

products.

Manufacturing industries, which represent only just over 10% of the

GNP, are mainly engaged in the processing and packing of

agricultural products.

The principal manufacturing industries of national importance

include sugar refining, rice milling, palm oil production, clove

processing, livestock and meat production, fruit juice and fruit

canning, brewing and distilling, soap making, fish processing, jute

weaving and spinning, rope manufacture, production of tobacco, and

building and construction materials. A petroleum refinery at

Amatave, processing some 800 000 tonnes of crude petroleum annually,
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produces gasoline and other derivatives. The plant, with a

treatment capacity of 15 000 barrels per day, has a storage capacity

of 150 000 cubic meters. Any excess in the production of diesel oil

is re-exported and this constitutes about 3% of the total value of

all exports.

A diversification programme, motivated in part by the urgent need to

improve the balance of payments, is currently under way, in some

cases with the support of foreign capital. New industries, either

planned, in the construction stage or in operation, include paper

mills, an insecticide plant, a fertiliser plant, paint manufac-

turing, integrated cotton production, a pharmaceutical plant, an

agricultural machinery plant, vehicle assembly plants, transistors,

car battery and TV assembly plants,_ tire retreading, metal manufac-

turing and aluminum processing. Worthy of note also are current

projects in the agricultural sector, such as coffee (instant

coffee), vegetable oils (soja) and the expansion of sugar refining.

The mining industry contributes just over 1% to the GNP. At present

the industry mines three products of economic importance; these are:

chromite, graphite and mica (phlogopite). Of much less importance,

significant only to the local employment pattern, is the limited

exploitation of deposits of garnet, quartz, celestite and

semi-precious stones.

Production from mica and graphite deposits has recently been

stagnating, due to lessening demand in overseas markets. All the

mined chromite, graphite and mica is currently being exported.

Some of the chromite mining operations were initiated only in 1969,

and the methods employed and technology used there were fairly up to

date. It was planned to raise production (which almost doubled from

1971 to 1974) in stages to 230 000 tonnes per year by 1980, but this

goal has not yet been reached. Undoubtedly, the marketing of

chromium is facing stiff competition from other suppliers,

particularly from South Africa.
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In 1975, the State assumed control of the mining of chromium. At

that time, the reported cash flow was 3,463 million FMG. The State

is the sole owner of 100% of the social capital of the Compagnie

Miniere d'Andriamena (COMINA), which then was renamed "La Kraomita

Malagasy". It operates as an autonomous Government Corporation.

Control is exercised by OMNIS.

The ore contains 35 to 40% Cr.O- > which has to be concentrated

to a standard concentrate of 48-50% chromium oxide, crushed to -350

microns. The treatment circuit includes crushing, grinding and

gravity separation.

At the beginning, annual production capacity was 120 000 tonnes.

Because of a cave-in at the Ankasotaolana mine (which had accounted

for 71% of total production) output of chromite declined in 1972 and

1973. In 1974, production started at the Befandriana Nord mine,

which thus increased total output significantly in 1975.

Production during the years 1976 to 1979 averaged about 120 000

tonnes. In 1980 output declined to 90 000 tonnes because of the

depressed world market.

It is planned to establish a ferrochrome plant at Moramanga, based

on an initial capacity of 92 000 tonnes of chrome ore annually. The

ferrochrome product will have a composition of 29 to 31% Fe, 62-64%

Cr, 4-6% C and other minor constituents.

Chromite reserves have been estimated as sufficient for 20 years

production at current levels. Additional reserves are estimated to

be 3 million tonnes (at Andriamena) and 250 to 500 thousand tonnes

(at Ranomena).

Graphite

The mining and processing of graphite is a long established

industry. Small and medium-sized mining operations by a number of
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companies contribute to a total annual output of up to 17 000 tonnes

of graphite of varying quality and grade. The industry continues to

experience problems in meeting total demand. Total production for

1980 was 13,242 tonnes, of which 8,642 tonnes were exported.

The companies mining graphite, i.e. Ets. Gallois, Socie'te* Arsene

Louis, Slami and l'Isoire, in order to maintain the efficiency of

mining operations and augment annual production capacity to 20 000

tonnes, will require additional investment of 320 million FMG.

Those who are in no position to raise the necessary capital have

shut down.

It should be noted that the graphite mine at Antsirakambo, 50 km

South of Toamasina (Ets. Gallois) rates as one of the world's

largest open pit operations producing graphite.

Mica

Mica represents a small fraction of the value of total mineral

production. The main problem appears to be the need for prospection

for new exploitable deposits. Present underground reconnaissance is

done at random, requiring large investments, which only the larger

companies can afford.

Foreign importers require 235 different products, resulting in the

need to meet diverse specifications. The mining and marketing of

mica is undertaken by two companies: La Socie'te' de la Grande lie

CSMGI - SOMIDA) and the Socie'te' Malgache d'Exploitation Miniere

(SMEM). The most important mine is located at Ampandrandava, 11 km

North West of Beraketa and is exploited by SMGI. It represents 85%

of exported production. Monthly output at the mine averages 30

tonnes of mica, equivalent to about 360 - 400 tonnes annually.

The mica from Madagascar is phlogopite, which, because of its high

thermal stability, has a distinct economic advantage over muscovite

(960°C, as against 500°C) in world markets. Mica production
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during the years 1973 to 1979 has been erratic, varying between 1914

tonnes in 1975 and 81 tonnes in 1976 (no exports to Japan in that

year). During the period 1973 - 1979, production averaged about 970

tonnes.

Other Mineral Products

The other sectors in the mining industry include quartz in a wide

variety of forms and a large range of semi-precious stones, gems and

ornamental 3tones. The latter include garnet, amazonite, amethyst,

agate, moonstone, tourmaline and citrine, all of which are produced

on a small scale. The selling of mineral specimen (polished eggs,

ashtrays, ammonites and cut- and precious stones) is a major tourist

attraction.

Many people working in the country, i.e. herds-men, search for

suitable mineral specimen; they are found to have excellent

knowledge of local outcrops and mineral occurrences.

Table III shows mineral production for export during the period

1976-1979.

Exploration and Development Projects

Recent and current exploration and development projects within the

mining sector include:

- Pilot plant tests for the recovery of heavy minerals (ilmenite

and zircon) from beach sand at Toamasina and Taolahara. Total

investments planned were estimated at 5 800 million FMG.

Exploration in the north-western area of the island by BRGM has

located lead and zinc mineralisation.

- A feasibility study on the development of the bauxite deposits

at Manantenina has reportedly been provided by Japan as a

technical assistance programme. Cost of the programme in 1978

is reported as 100 million FMG.
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Geological investigations are being carried out on the low-grade

coal deposits of the Sakoa district, with the aim of possible

exploitation to supply local cement plants, power stations and

domestic requirements. The cost of the programme in 1978 is

reported as 500 million FMG.

Reserves of 300 - 400 million tonnes of iron ore, in the form of

lateritic crusts, have been delineated at Soalaka where drilling

and bulk sampling have been carried out.

Phosphate deposits have been outlined near the east coast of the

island and could provide an important source of supply to meet

indigenous agricultural requirements.

OMNIS is continuing to explore for tar-sands and petroleum and

is currently concentrating its search in the Karroo sedimentary

basin, underlying a large part of the western section of the

island.

A feasibility and pilot plant study to investigate the

possibility of exploiting the tar-sands in the Tsimiroro

region. The European Investment Bank is reported to have loaned

US$ 170 million to fund exploitation. Of the estimated 3000

million tonnes contained, some 500 Mt may be recoverable by open

pit method.
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Table III

Mineral Production for Export

Products

1976

Quantity in Tonnes

1977 1978 1979 1976

Value in Millions FMG

1977 1978 1979

Chromite 117 414 116 232 144 662 109 147 2407.5 2538.4 3145.7 1834.2

Graphite 16 370 17 003 16 861 14 588 1061.1 1129.0 1267.7 1283.2

Mica 841 2 041 1 316 1 205 129.5 261.8 200.9 256.5

TOTAL 134 625 135 276 162 839 124 940 3598.1 3929.2 4623.3 3373.9

Source: Economic Situation per 1.1.80 INSRE

Figure No. 2 shows the principal economic mineral resources

(as known in 1972).
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"The Principal Mineral Deposits of Madagascar"
(Reference Year 1972)

(Source: Service Geologigue)
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2.7.3 Transport and Communications

The geographical isolation of Madagascar dictates the necessity of

relying heavily on maritime traffic to meet import and export

requirements and coastal traffic. There are altogether 18 ports to

serve these requirements.

Of these ports, four are capable of handling and shipping overseas

traffic: Toamasina (the main port, connected by rail with the

capital), Antseranana, Mahajanga and Toliary. Toamasina is capable

of accommodating ships with draughts up to 12 meters; Antseranana

and Toliary up to 8.5 meters and Vohimarina 5.5 meters.

Secondary ports for coastal shipping are Toalanaro, Manakara,

Mananjary, Morondava, Nbsy-Be, Saint Louis and Vohimarina. Other

ports, with some capacity for coastal traffic, are Analalava,

Antsohihy, Maintirano, Amtalaha, Maroantsetra, Saint Marie and

Sambara.

Total warehouse capacity of the overseas ports is 112 900 square

meters. The maximum capacity is 2.7 million tonnes per annum; there

are plans to expand this capacity to 4.3 million tonnes.

At present, the only inland waterway suitable for commercial traffic

is the Pangalana Canal along the East Coast. The canal was reported

out of action in 1981, as it was being dredged (by the Institut

Malagache d'Innovation) during that year.

An extension of this canal to Bemarivo is planned.

International airline connections from Europe to Madagascar are as

follows;

Departure Point In Europe Frequency of Service Air Line

Paris Twice Weekly Air France
Paris Weekly Air Madagascar
Vienna " S.A.S. via Nairobi

Moscow " Aeroflot
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There are also services to Reunion, the Seychelles, Maurice and

Dar-es-Salaam.

Domestic air services are supplied by Air Madagascar, the national

air line, with connections to over 50 centres. Air Madagascar

utilises two Boeing 737, six Twin Otters and nine lighter aircraft.

At certain times, particularly during the rainy season, these

services are the only means of access to some of the centres. In

addition, there are 54 privately-owned aircraft. The State owns

several helicopters of USSR manufacture.

Runways at Mananjary, Tolanaro and Toliary can accommodate the

B-737, the International Airport at Antananarivo (Ivato) the B-747.

The domestic airline network is shown in Map No. 3. It was noted

that many areas, such as the uranium project area near Betroka,

would require only minimal preparation to accommodate the lighter

type of air transport (e.g. the Twin Otter). In fact, the French

C.E.A. operated such landing strips for its uranium operation there

druring the fifties and sixties. It is gathered that some aircraft,

including helicopters can be leased.

Rental of DC-3 aircraft (from the Air Force) is possible at $800-900

per flight-hour; the helicopter MI-8 (capacity 13 persons and 8

tonnes freight capacity) can be rented (from the Navy) at $ 1200 per

hour. Existing railroad lines have a total length of about 900

kilometers.

These comprise the following lines:

Antananarivo - Toamasina ; 376 kilometers (with a branch line

to Alarobia)

Moramanga - Lac Alaotra : 167 " (with a 19 km branch

line to the chromite

mine at Morarano)
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Antananarivo - Antsirabe i 158 kilometers

Fianarantsoa - Manakara i 163 "

With some exception, the railstock is antiquated. A total of 7 026

million FMG in reinvestment was planned during the period 1978 to

1980.

The roads in Madagascar fall into the following main categories;

National-Roads km Maximum Load

Asphalted 4043 25 tonnes
Macademised 3021 25 "
Graded roads 4315 25 "

Secondary National Roads

Asphalted 549 15 "
Graded roads 4966 15 "

" " 3676 5 "

Tertiary Roads

Graded roads 20000 5 "

TOTAL 40570

wwv

On the total road network, only about 4500 kilometers can be

regarded as all-weather roads.

Cars (including four-wheel drive vehicles) and trucks may be

available for rental in Antananarivo.

However, extensive over-land travel without the establishment of a

secure fuel supply depot and spares is not recommended.
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Telephone Service

A telephone service, linking all population centres, is not yet in

operation (in 1979, there were less than 4 telephones per 1000

inhabitants).

Except in some of the larger cities, automatic dialling is not yet

possible. Inter-urban calls by direct dialling is also restricted

to some of the larger cities (e.g. Antananarivo-Toamasina).

International calls can be made (e.g. from Antananarivo) and are

serviced by satellite. Telephone connections to Europe from

Antananarivo are found to be excellent and readily effected.

Current plans call for the following improvement to the telephone

system;

- New telephone exchange at Antananarivo (20 000 lines);

- A new telephone line from Antananarivo to Toleara;

- Microwave transmission to the South, and microwave and cable

to the South-East*,

- Extension of telephone lines;

- Radioconnections (by decametric wavelength).

Telex

Telex facilities, connected to the international system, are

reported to be operating satisfactorily. As of January 1, 1979,

there were 250 subscribers, mostly in Antananarivo. At that time,

installation charges were of the order of 24 000 FMG and bi-monthly

subscriptin charge was 54 000 FMG .

Enquiries should be directed to-.

Ministere des Postes et Telecommunications

Anosy

Antananarivo
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Radio-Communications

It is understood that private companies can obtain the permission to

operate communications equipment. For its field operations, OMNIS

maintains scheduled radio-transmission between headquarters at

Antananarivo and the field camps.

Reception at the camp in the Fort Dauphin area was found to be

satisfactory.

Any foreign associate would have to obtain the required permit and

an assigned frequency through OMNIS.

2.7.4 Social and Health Care

Medical 'services are free when they are available; there are family

allowances and benefits for industrial accidents and occupational

diseases. At the beginning of 1977, the country had just over 16

000 hospital beds and about 770 physicians. Their distribution by

region varies widely (for example, the number of physicians ranges

from one per 5 700 in the Faritany of Antananarivo to one per 18 000

-in Toamasian).

Most of the pharmaceutical products required are presently imported

and some may be temporarily in short supply.

Although the average life expectancy has been increasing lately,

there are still critical areas where infrastructure is insufficient

to assure complete medical care.

Communicable diseases account for nearly 60% of all fatalities.

They include bacterial and viral diseases (measles, smallpox,

influenza, etc.) and parasitical diseases (malaria, billharziosis,

etc.).
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Malaria exists in the coastal regions and, to a lesser extent, on

the high plateau. Intestinal troubles are frequent and there is a

risk of dysentry. The following diseases are rated as very highly

endemic or highly endemic for Madagascar (Source; The ROSS INSTITUTE

of TROPICAL HYGIENE);

- Malaria (malignant)

- Dysentry (amoebic and bacillary)

- Typhoid

- Leprosy

Vaccinations against the following diseases are required and

recommended by the UN Medical Service;

- Cholera

- Yellow fever

- Typhoid

- Tetanus

- Poliomylitis

Gammaglobuline injections are advisable and the regular intake of an

antimalarial drug is mandatory. Because of the lateritic nature of

the soil, there is inadequacy of calcium in the diet; calcium pills

are locally available to counteract this.

In general, water should be boiled prior to drinking.

2.7.5 Topographic Maps, Air Photographs, Geological Maps and Reports

Topographic maps of the whole island to scales of 1 v 100 000,

1 ; 200 000, 1 ; 500 000, 1 : 1 000 000 and 1 ; 2 000 000 are avail-

able. These maps can be obtained from the Institut Cartographique

de Madagasikara (FTM - Foiben-Taosarintanin' i Madagasikara), B.P.

323, Antananarivo.
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Aerial photographs to the scale of 1 : 48 000 can also be procured

from FTM by referring to the required areas, quoting the Laborde

grid system:

X = 800 tan at latitude 21° S
o

Y = 400 km at longitude 49° E (Paris)
o

Geological maps at the same scales as the topographic maps and

covering the whole island are available from the Service Ge*ologique

d'Ampandrianomby, Direction de I1Industrie et des Mines, B.P. 322,

Antananarivo.

Geological maps to scales of 1 ; 100 000 and 1 : 200 000 of the

whole country were completed in the early 1970's.

A composite map at the scale 1 : 500 000 was prepared by BESAIRIE

(1969/70).

Key maps, showing the grid system under which these maps (to the

scales 1 : 100 000 and 1 ; 200 000) can be ordered, are shown in

Figures 4, 5, 6 & 7.

The Service Ge*ologique has kept records of all mineral indications

as shown in the "Cartes Minieres et des Indices" to the scale of

1: 500 000. They give short descriptions of the occurrences.

A Metallogenetic Map of Madagascar, to the scale of 1 *. 2 000 000

and updated to 1973 is also available.

Topographical and geological maps are in limited supply, but

photocopies can usually be obtained from the Service Ge"ologique.

Most of the geological information is recorded at this Service and

is usually available in annual and open file reports.
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2.7.6 Present and Long-Term Government Planning

From 1975 onward, Madagascar' has opted for a centrally planned

economy. The proposed plan was published in the government reports

"Les Options Fondamentales pour la Planification Socialiste", which

is submitted together with this report.

To the extent that iron, bauxite and coal will be exploited, a

growth of 9.5% per year is planned until the year 2000. The plan

does not contain any specific reference to uranium, except within

the framework of mineral resource development in general.

2.7.7 Customs

Enterprises wishing to engage in exploration and mining may import

equipment free of import duties and value added taxes.

Exploration and mining equipment may be re-exported without problem,

although some minor customs tariffs may be imposed.

Replacement of equipment in the mining and extractive industry will

be subject to full import duties and value-added tax. Details can

be found in the Code Ge'ne'ral des Impots.

Information on investments, published in 1962, is not applicable to

uranium exploration and mining, and legislation on these aspects is

in the process of preparation. For the record, copies of the former

mining codes and investment codes have been submitted with this

report.

2.8 The Mining Law

At the time of writing, a mining law, specifically covering the

industry, is in preparation, but has not yet been completed.

However, a similar law covering the petroleum industry was completed

and has been promulgated (CODE PETROLIER, 1980). An English version

of the "Code Petrolier" is attached (as Appendix 1).
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It is anticipated that the principles of the forthcoming Mining Law

will basically parallel those of the "Code Petrolier", where they

pertain to prospection, exploration, production, extraction research

and taxation. Pending the final publication of a new mining code,

all mineral development, except for the designated strategic

minerals, remains subject to the old mining code.

Under the terms of Code Petrolier, the State is the sole proprietor

of natural resources and has the monopoly on operations associated

with any such activities throughout the territories (and off-shore

zones) under Malagasy sovereignty.

The Code contains ten sections:

- General Provisions

- Mining Concessions

- Forms of Association

- Applicable Legislation on Litigation

- Transportation

- Offshore Operations

- Fiscal Obligations - General Provisions

- Rights pertaining to Exploration, Prospecting,

Research, Extraction and Transportation

- Infractions and Penalties

- Concluding Provisions

The more salient points of the Code include the principle that the

State may subscribe the entire capital stock of a national

enterprise, but must hold at least 51% of the shares. National

enterprises, private Malagasy co-operations and foreign corporations

engaged in any activity in the mining sector are subject to

supervision and inspection by OMNIS which, acting in the name of the

State, has the right of access to any documentation and facility.

No exploration, prospection, research and extraction may be

undertaken, unless a mining concession has been granted by a decree
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of the President of the Democractic Republic of Madagascar, the

President of OMNIS, which is given only on the recommendation of the

Managing Director of OMNIS (c.f. Title II, Article 10 of the Code

Petrolier).

Only national enterprises may be granted mining concessions, either

for their own activities or in association with Malagasy or foreign

corporations (Title II, Article 12). The conditions applicable to

the granting of a mining concession, to its partial or total

transfer, withdrawal or cancellation, rights and obligations,

duration, rules governing renewal, are matters decided by decree of

the Council of Ministers (Title II, Article 11).

A national enterprise may, with the prior consent of the President

of the Democratic Republic of Madagascar, enter into a type of joint

venture agreement with one or more corporate bodies. However, it

should be understood that this would not be a joint venture in the

usual sense; it would not have the characteristics of a private or

joint stock company. The national enterprise would have

participation and interest of not less than 51% (Title III, Article

17-19), but may entrust its role of operator by contract to an

associate, with the prior authorization of OMNIS (Title III, Article

20).

It is stated that the contract of joint venture must contain

stipulations as to:

(1) the structure and operation of its organs of management;

(2) the conduct of prospecting and exploitation operations,
depending on whether the national enterprise exercises its
monopoly rights itself or entrusts the exercise of them to
an associate*,

(3) the rules and procedures for operational decision-making;

(4) the modes of recourse to the principle of sole risk and
effects on the contract;

(5) the percentage of the national enterprise's holding;
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(6) apportionment of expenses;

(7) the risks and dangers borne exclusively by the associate
during the exploration period;

(8) the modes whereby any advance the associate may have made
to the national enterprise will be reimbursed in the event
of a commercially significant discovery of hydrocarbons;

(9) the financing of development works;

(10) the liquidation of the joint venture accounts in the event
of dissolution of the joint venture.

Should the need arise, the contract shall also include any other

provisions agreed between the two parties on matters not within the

scope of the laws and regulations (Title III, Article 18).

For the purpose of meeting its local needs throughout the

exploration phase, a foreign associate must deposit with a Malagasy

bank either the sum covering the contractually bound investments or

a letter of guarantee covering all commitments made. After any

commercial discovery, the foreign associate must lodge with a bank

in Madagascar the sums required "to cover the needs associated with

the exploitation or the deposits" (Title III, Articles 29-30), if it

intends to engage in the activities of the extraction phase.

Any litigation pertaining to and resulting from operations within

the mining sectors are governed exclusively by the Malagasy law and

falls under the exclusive litigation of the Malagasy courts (Title

IV, Articles 34-51).

Materials, equipment and devices used directly for prospecting,

exploration and research will be exempted from payment of duty for a

period not exceeding the validity of the mining concession

permitting such operation. Materials and equipment for use in the

initial establishment of a plant are exempted from import and

consumer taxes (Title VII, Article 70-71); replacement parts are

subject to the prevailing tariffs.
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3. TECHNICAL, ADMINISTRATIVE AND REGULATORY AGENCIES

For strategic mineral resources, as mentioned previously (chromite,

hydrocarbons and uranium, and the paranuclear materials), OMNIS is

the only technical, administrative and regulatory Agency.

For the non-strategic mineral resources normal prospection permits

(covering a square area of 3.5 x 3.5 km) are issued by a ministerial

decree on a first-come-first-served basis.

The permits are valid for a period of two years and are renewed

twice for a period of one year.

Exploitation of a mineral deposit requires an exploitation permit or

mining concession, which will be given to the bearer of the title to

an exploration permit, upon proof of discovery within the perimeter

of the exploration permit. Exploration permits can be obtained

through: the Service des Mines

Direction de 1'Industrie et des Mines B.P. 322

ANTANANARIVO

3.1 Terms and Conditions for Commercial Participation

OMNIS was founded with the specific purpose to prospect for, to

explore and to exploit the strategic mineral resources of

Madagascar, in particular, uranium and radioactive minerals.

Terms and conditions for commercial participation in these

activities have not been specified. From discussions with OMNIS

officials, it is understood that proposals for participation in this

field will be considered favourably. They are governed currently by

the provisions of the Petroleum Code ("Code Petrolier") and by the

general economic policy of the Government.
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4. REVIEW OF THE GEOLOGY OF MADAGASCAR

4.1 General

The core of the island is composed of a roughly N-S trending

Precambrian basement complex of metamorphic and igneous rocks and

which is exposed over 2/3 of the island's surface. This is overlain

by extensive Mesozoic and Tertiary formations comprising both

continental and marine deposits. To the west there are substantial

outcrops of Palaeozoic rocks of the Karroo series and younger

systems. The geological history includes considerable igneous

activity throughout, mainly granites and charnockites, and

widespread intense metamorphism. In addition, younger volcanism,

Cretaceous to Quaternary, has covered locally both the Precambrian

and Phanerozoic rocks. Madagascar once formed part of the Gondwana

pre-drift land mass. For this reason, the tectonic history and

geology shows similarities with eastern Africa and the Indian

peninsula. After cratonic stabilisation following the last

orogenesis, megafaults separated the island from Africa and later

India and marked the beginning of the cover of sedimentary and

volcanic rocks. Figure 8 illustrates a reconstruction of the

composite Gondwana land mass and the marked similarity in major U-Th

mineralization. Figure 9 shows the schematic geology of Madagascar.

All exposed rocks on the island have been and continue to be the

subject of intense chemical weathering (laterization) giving its

soil the characteristic red appearance from where its nickname of

"I'lie Rouge" (or Red Island) originates. The laterization process,

which in the eastern and central parts may reach depths of 30 - 100

m, severely hampers geological mapping and mineral prospection. The

distribution of lateritic soil cover is shown schematically in

Figure 10. Laterization destroys or removes easily leachable

minerals and results in enrichment of leach-resistant minerals in

the lateritic soil, which thus obtains anomalous mineralogical and

geochemical compositions with respect to underlying unweathered

basement.
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Notwithstanding this difficulty, which is common to most tropical

countries, important progress has been made during the last 20 years

in unravelling the complex geology of the Precambrian basement by

absolute dating with different radioactive methods. The

metallogenetic map of Madagascar at scale 1 t 2 000 000 (by A.H.

RAZAFINIPARANY, 1978) is based on an unpublished geological map

1 ; 2 000 000 by H. Besairie and the geochronological data available

then (HOTTIN, 1976 and VACHETTE, 1977).

A geochronological synthesis of the Precambrian formations is shown

in Table IV. It differs in some rather important aspects from

earlier interpretations and in particular from the geological maps

at scales of 1 : 1 000 000 (BESAIRIE, 1964); 1 ; 500 000 (1969,

1970) and 1 ; 2 000 000 (BESAIRIE, 1973).

Four major orogenies have been recognised, of which the youngest,

the Pan African orogeny (450-550 MY) is considered to have caused

reactivation of migmatites by local anatexis and the introduction of

uraniferous pegmatites (plus Th, Be, Nb, Ta).
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4.2 Summary Description of Geologic Units

4.2.1 The PreCambrian See Table IV

Taking geochronological results into account, the stratigraphy of

the Precambrian basement consists of the following distinctive units:

The Antongil system forms the original continental nucleus, consist-

ing of granites and migmatites, with intercalated quartzites, mica-

schists, gneiss and amphibolites (epidote-bearing granite of An-

tongil-migmatites of Mananara and granitic, orthogneissic and

silico-aluminous ectinitic formations of the Masora group).

Group of migmatites and granitoidal migmatites forms the core of

anticlinal ridges.

The Andriamena-Manampotsy system is an ectinitic assemblage limited

to synclinorial furrows with numerous metamorphic basic and utra-

basic intrusions (gabbros, norites, anorthosites, amphibolo-pyro-

xenites, pyroxenites, peridotites) and containing at the base: mig-

matites and silico-aluminous ectinites with graphite (Manampotsy-

Ambatolampy groups) and above: calcium-ferrq-magnesian series

(Be forona-AlaotraAndriamena-Maevatanana).

The Androyen system is an ultrametamorphic assemblage of muscovite

granite-gneiss (Fr. "leptynites granulitique") and pyroxenitic-

werneritic formations (Fort-Dauphin-Tranomaro-Bevinda groups).

The Amborompotsy assemblage is a series of schists, quartzites and

limestones (SQC) in the central region and comprising the littoral

and lagoonal SQC series with its lateral equivalents of epicontinen-

tal to geosynclinal facies (Amborompotsy-Ikalamavony series).

The Ampanihy group: an assemblage of gneiss and leptynite with

garnet, sillimanite and graphite and intercalated quartzites, amphi-

bolites, limestones and manganiferous gondites.
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The Vohibory and Ambohipato-Daraina-Milanoa groups form two geogra-

phically separated assemblages, one in the extreme South (Vohibory),

the other in the extreme North (Ambohipato-Daraina-Milanoa) and both

are characterized by a similar copper mineralization.

The Vohibory consists of a volcano-sedimentary rock assemblage

(abundant amphibolites, amphibola-pyroxenites, leptynites and lime-

stones) overlying the graphite series of Ampanihy.

The Ambohipato-Daraina-Milanoa group consists of the more or less

metamorphic, volcano-sedimentary Dairanan-Milanoa series (tuffs,

breccias, flows, volcano-sedimentary conglomerates) associated with

truly metamorphic rocks (amphibole-schists and epidote bearing am-

phibolites), overlying the granodioritic complex of Ambohipato-

Vohemar (amphibole-, epidote and pyroxene-bearing migmatites with

residual pyroxenites and gabbros).



Table IV
Stratigraphy of the Precambrian (after RAZAFINIPARANY, 1978)

Absolute Age MY Stratigrapbic Scale Deposits Formed Principal Orogenies and Magmatic Reactivations

550 MY - 100

550 MY

550 MY + 100

Cambrian No known deposits
(Pan-African Orogeny:
(Local reactivation of migmatites (Brickaville

~v'"v~v~v~v~v''v~v~v~v~v~v'vv~v~v~v'sv's(granites) or granitisation by anatexis. Pegma-
(tites (U, Th, Be, Nb, Ta) General rejuvenation

Upper Proterozoic No known deposits (of biotites.

1200 MY - 200

1200 MY

1200 MY + 200 Middle Proterozoic

2000 MY

2300 MY

2600 MY - 200

2600 MY

2600 MY + 200
3000 MY - 200

3000 MY

3000 MY + 200

Lower Proterozoic

Arcbean

Katarchean

(Kibarian Orogeny:
(Metamorphism in amphibolite facies of the fore-

'Nv'>v'sv'sv~v~v~v~v'Kv''v'vv'>v~v'vv'*v~v'%v~(going series and reactivation of the oldest ones.
Deposition of the Amborompotsy, (Formation of roigmatites, granites and charnokites.
Ikalamavony, Ihosy, Bevinda,
Horombe, Vohimena, SQC, Ampa-
nihy, Vohibory, Daraina, Mila-
noa, Ambohipato-Vohe'mar series.

Volcanism and sedimentation in
the South. Formation of the
Fort-Dauphin, Tranomara, Ranot-
sara, Tsitondroina series

v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
Deposition of the graphite and
the Ca-Fe-Mg series of the syn-
clinorial furrows of Andriaraena-
Manaropotsy-Ambatolampy, Maevata-
nana and their migraatitic equiva-
lents (Mongoro, Vondrozo).
~v~v~v~v~v~v'"v'"v~v~v~v~v'sv~v~v~v'V
Granitic, migmatitic or leptyni-
tic domes or massifs: Antongil,
Ankazobe, Angavo, Behara - raeta-
basites of the Antongil.

(Eburnian Orogeny:
(Formation of leptynitea from 2600 MY old rhyolites

00

I

(Shamvaian (Kavirondian) Orogeny:
'(Metamorphism and folding of the Beforona-Andria-
(mena-Maevatanana and graphite series
(Manampotsy-Ambatolampy.

(Orogeny of 3000 MY ± 200
(The affected formations form the skeleton and
(continental nuclei around which the younger
(formations will be formed.
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4.2.2. The Phanerozoic Cover

The Phanerozoic; has been subdivided (PREMOLI 1977) into inter-

cratonic and transcratonic. The intercratonic includes the Karroo

system and consists of a succession of sedimentary formations,

mainly with moderate dips. The dip varies from 20° to 30° at

contact with the basement to about 1 near the Mozambique

Channel. The facies are sometimes marine but mainly continental,

with some intercalations. The transcratonic cover is relatively of

little importance; it is represented by post-Karroo marine forma-

tions, but with continental intercalations- at the end of the lower

Cretaceous. At the end of the Cretaceous there was a marine trans-

gression of the east coast for the first time. Transgression and

regression occurred from then on at periodic intervals leading to

the accumulation of different layers of Upper Jurassic marls, Creta-

ceous marl-sandstone deposits and Eocene and Miocene limestones.

The following units have been recognized;

- The Karroo; a lower continental sequence dating from the Upper

Carboniferous to the Middle Jurassic.

The marine Upper Jurassic with alternating glauconitic marls

and fossiliferous limestones (Ammonites).

The Cretaceous; alternating marine deposits (clays, marls and

fossiliferous limestones (Ammonites, Gastropodes and

Lamellibranchiates) and continental sandstones with dinosaurs

and important volcanic intercalations during the Turonian.

The marine Tertiary; Eocene limestones with abundant

foraminifera.

- Younger Tertiary deposits; Miocene-Pliocene and Quaternary

continental deposits.
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The Karroo system

The permo-triassic sedimentary formations of the Karroo in western

Madagascar are represented without discontinuity over a distance of

more than 1450 km, between the Precambrian to the east and younger,

mainly marine deposits to the west. Because of their potential for

uranium and known mineralization, the formations are described in

Section 5.2.

Because of the discovery of coal deposits at the beginning of the

century in the Sakoa area, the Karroo has been investigated by

BESAIRIE (1966) et al in some detail. In addition, there are

bituminous sandstone deposits (at Bemolanga). Gravimetric and

magnetic surveys have indicated that the Karroo thickens rapidly

from contact with the Precambrian, ultimately attaining a thickness

of about 7000 m at Betioky.

The Karroo system has its maximum development in the southern part

of the basin, a complete section is given in Table V. Here, the

basin is rich in monazite, derived from the ultrametamorphic

Androyen system. In the central part of the basin, the sequence

commences with the upper Sakoa deposits. The Sakoa is not exposed

in the northern part. In the Mahajanga basin, neither the Sakoa nor

the Sakamena group deposits are exposed at the surface. During the

CEA prospection campaigns in Madagascar, a number of uranium mineral

indications (carnotite and autunite) and mineralized silicified wood

were found at the base of the Isalo II in the Folakara region and
*

probably also in the Makay region some 300 km south of the

Folakara region). In the Folakara region, Sakamena and Isalo I

deposits have been found in outcrops and in drill holes. The

Sakamena was not found in the Tsimiroro horst. In the subsidence

zones East and West of this horst, the Sakamena reaches a thickness

of; 550 to 950 m, the I3alo I from 300 to 1900 m.

* according to Premoli, 1977 the only other area in the Karroo,

drilled by the CEA.
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AGE GROUP

Table No. V

Karroo System of MADAGASCAR
(after R. CARRIE, 1980)

THICKNESS FORMATION DESCRIPTION

Middle
Jurrassic Isalo

to

Triassic

Group

(1000-
4000Cm)

900m (S)

400-2300m(S)
0 -500m (N)

-Isalo III different facies with
marine episodes.

-Isalo lib sandy facies with
intercalated clays (Makay
sands)-deltaic environment

-Isalo Ila alternating sands and
clays-deltaic-fluviatile
deposits

-Isalo I mostly coarse, conglomera-
tic sands - deltaic to
lagoonal facies.

Sakamena 200/300 m
Triassic

Group
(2500m)

to

Permian

400m
very regular

150/2500m (S)

60/300m (N)

-Upper Middle sand (SE) with
(III) intercalated clays -

deltaic - lagoonal deposits

-Middle Slates and micaceous sands
(II) (at base), sands with

alternating clays and sands
(on top) lagoonal - paralic
environment

-Lower Basal conglomerate and
(I) feldspatic coarse sands;

alternating thic zones of
sandy/schists and thin zone
of inequigranular sands.
Continental shelf-marine

Permian Sakoa

Group

to

Carboni-
ferous

-Limestone series of Vihitalia: reefal Is.

-Lower red series: alternating sands and
red schists

-Coal seam series: arkosic sands with in-
tercalated black schists
and coal seams:continental

-Basal series: tillites, schists, sandy
schists with small interca-
lations of dolomitic lime-
s tone.

PRECAMBRIAN BASEMENT
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During the deposition of the Sakamena and Isalo I, the. subsidence

basin east of the Tsimiroro horst was most active and accumulated

the greatest thickness of sediments.

The deposition of the Isalo II corresponds with a new period of

tectonic activity, during which the subsidence zone West of the

Tsimiroro horst received most of the sediment. The Folakara region

and its detailed sedimentary history were described by MOREAU, 1963.

4.2.3 The Younger Volcanics

Cretaceous intrusions and volcanism of the Androy massif, the

basaltic and rhyolitic flows of the eastern coast, basic,

differentiated intrusions of Ambatovy-Analamy, Valozoro(?),

Manama(?) and the Tertiary and Quaternary volcanic massifs (Montagne

d'Ambre, Ankaizina, Itasy, Ankaratra).

The tectonic history of Madagascar presents several similarities

with eastern Africa and India, which is probably due to its pivotal

position in the Gondwana pre-drift land masses. Rifting of the kind

well known in East Africa is far less developed.

The two land masses of Africa and Madagascar are on opposite sides

of a great geosyncline; sediments on both sides show considerable

similarity in facies, succession and structure. Several major

faults control the general structure of the island and trend roughly

parallel with its major axis.

The last major orogenesis affecting Madagascar is PreCambrian.

After this epoch, no tangential tectonics are evident, but important

vertical tectonics (N20 E and N20 W ) , which often sealed earlier

fractures in the basement can be observed.

Very ancient PreCambrian folds have affected an assemblage of

paragneisic formations. These and younger formations have been
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distorted by movements of the Hercyninan orogeny (faulting and

subsidence) and leading to a horst-like appearance of the centre of

the island. Tertiary movements have only slightly modified the

sedimentary layers of the coastal regions, but ancient fractures in

the shelf have been resealed and new ones have appeared.

The importance of Tertiary movements is shown by the geomorphology

which, far from presenting an old peneplained surface, shows very

young relief.

Structural analyses, including the use of satellite and other

imagery, have been carried out in the past to relate interpreted

lineaments and possible structure in several areas with different

types of uranium occurrences. The results obtained appear to be

inconclusive and further work of this nature, particularly for the

Fort Dauphin area and the Karroo is desirable and warranted.
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5.0 SUMMARY OF PAST PROSPECTION AMD EXPLORATION PROGRAMMES

5.1 1946-1968

From the post-WW II years up to 1968, most uranium prospection and

exploration was carried out by the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

of France (CEA) , in many instances with the support of the

Geological Survey of Madagascar. The first targets were

concentrated on uraniferous pegmatites in the Itasy area and

secondary uranium occurrences near Vinaninkarena (Antsirabe), the

latter known since 19 09, when there was some exploitation for their

radium content (Fig. 11). However, it was soon concluded that

neither of these targets had the potential for major uranium

resources. After uranothorianite was identified in a small

phlogopite deposit in 1947 (near Sofia in southern Madagascar) and

its recovery from panning of the eluvial cover of pyroxenite

deposits, systematic prospection for uranothorianite (G.M. surveys

and heavy mineral stream sediments) was initiated in the Fort

Dauphin area of southern Madagascar in 1954 by the CEA and private

mining companies.

After significant resources were found in place (within the loop of

the Mandrare river) the search for uranium was diverted to other

areas in 1956, primarily the sedimentary areas ("Malgache Karroo",

Isola II Group) of western Madagascar (Fig. 12). This area was

covered nearly completely by airborne scintillometric survey. The

survey outlined a large number of anomalies, especially in the

Folakara region, followed by a general, detailed and systematic

prospection, as well as by considerable drilling. According to

CARRIE, 1980, the surface prospection over an area of approximately
2

1300 km in the Folakara region, between km 835 - 885 N and 240 -

265 W, revealed more than 400 radiometric indications (more than 2x

background) without or together mineral indications, mostly in the

form of carnotite with autunite.

Further prospection by drilling, sometimes at a narrow grid, after 5

years of work and 57 000 m of drilling, mostly in holes of less than
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"Principal Uranium Districts and Uraniferous Provinces"

(after Carrie, 1980)
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100 m depth, Located less than 300 tonnes uranium resources

distributed over 8 different lenses. The map given by CARRIE, 1980,

summarises the work done in this area, Figure 13.

Because of the relatively limited success of these later exploration

campaigns and possibly because of the discovery of major resources

in Western Africa (Mounana, Arlit), the CEA closed down all

exploration activities in Madagascar in 1965.

In the course of an airborne radiometric survey, carried out on

behalf of a UNDP minerals survey programme in 1966 over two areas in

southeastern Madagascar, some radiometric anomalies were identified,

which proved to be due to apparently minor orthomagmatic U and Th

mineralization in an alkaline granitic environment (Kalambatrita

massif).

5.1.2 1968 - 1982

Following the departure of the CEA there was a period of little

activity until 1976 when the newly formed OMNIS organization assumed

responsibility for all uranium exploration, development and mining.

In 1976, the IAEA provided a geologist to assist OMNIS in the

assessment of the economic potential of known uranium occurrences

and of favourable areas in general. The findings of the report

(PREMOLI 1977) are reviewed in a later section.

One of the first activities of OMNIS was to contract (to Hunting

Ltd, UK) in 1977, an airborne gamma spectrometric and magnetic

survey of part of the Fort Dauphin area, covering 2 700 Km • The

original report and maps were not made available to the Mission, but

only a map showing the locations of the unclassified radiometric

anomalies (Figure I-A Appendix).
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According to OMNIS sources, the objectives of the current programme

are:

Landsat and air photo interpretation of regions of

Madagascar for regional geologic studies.

- Ground follow-up of all important anomalies in the Fort

Dauphin area. The airborne survey identified several dozen

anomalies, many of which are not related to past mining

operations by the CEA. This work includes ground surveys,

including radiometric (gamma spectrometry), emanometry,

magnetometry, geological mapping, trenching and shallow

drilling of anomalous zones. It should be noted that all

former CEA pits and excavations have excellent anomalous

expressions. Because of the shortage of trained personnel,

of spare parts and fuel, this follow-up work has proceeded

at a very slow pace. For example, gamma logging of drill

holes has not yet been carried out.

- The major objective of the Fort Dauphin project is to prove

that there is sufficient ore to justify the commencement of

mining operations, at a planned production rate of 400

tonnes 3 8 per year.

As part of a regular technical assistance programme, the IAEA has

provided an expatriate drilling engineer to train Malagasy workers

in drilling techniques. IAEA geological personnel at Ft. Dauphin

has also, from time to time, provided advice on exploration

techniques, including emanometry, resource evaluations etc. In

addition, assistance rendered includes the provision of fellowships

to Malagasy geologists and geophysicists to enable them to obtain

training in uranium exploration at various organizations and private

firms abroad, the provision of advice on analytical facilities (at

Antananarivo) and the supply of equipment for radiometric,

analytical and drilling, and spare parts.
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A UNDP/IAEA project (MAG 77/012), which commenced in 1977 and is

scheduled for termination at the end of 1982, has been carrying out

geological and geophysical studies in the Antsirabe basin and the

Folakara area, supplying experts and equipment as part of the pro-

gramme. An equally important function of the IAEA experts has been

to provide training to counterpart staff in tasks related to uranium

exploration within these areas.

In the Antsirabe basin, one objective of the IAEA/UNDP project is to

arrive at a better understanding of ore genesis and to add to the

extent of known occurrences. The programme includes exploration and

stratigraphic drilling across the southern end of the basin, de-

tailed geological mapping, trenching and target drilling of emano-

metric anomalies, hydrogeochemistry and magnetometric, resistivity

and self-potential surveys. Unfortunately, the exploration of the

rest of the basin away from the mineralized area (17 Km out of a
2

total of 400 Km ) has been limited. Such work is also required

for the other two Neogene basins, i.e. Sambaina and Antanifotsy.

In the Folakara section of the Karoo sediments, the UNDP/IAEA-OMNIS

project undertook a general reconnaissance and familiarization cam-
2

paign over an area of 400 Km in 1980. The work included geologi-

cal mapping (1 : 20 000) of an area of 76 Km near the village of

Ankondromena. Using air photographs for ground control, 62 of CEA's

more important anomalis were mapped in detail (at 1 : 10 000).

Eleven pits and seven trenches were put down in the areas of some of

the main anomalies and sampling was carried out. In addition, a

systematic scintillometric and radon survey of an anomalous area

("MORA 06") was carried out, together with some pitting. Some car-

notite mineralization was encountered at the contact of the

(Androlotelo) sandstone and underlying (Ankisatra) clay. Further

work planned for the project, including geological mapping

(Ankaramenabe plateau, 1 : 10 000) detailed geological mapping

(1 : 5 000) of a CEA anomaly ("MORA 13"), coupled with a small dril-

ling programme (eight holes to an average depth of 150 m) was de-

layed in 1981 due to a poor peace and order situation in the

region. For the same reason, the Mission was unable to carry out an

examination of the area during its stay.
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An excellent review of all exploration activities up to 1980 in the

Antsirabe and Folakara areas, including recommendations for future

work, was prepared by an IAEA expert (CARRIE, 1980).

5.3 Known Uranium Occurrences and Deposits of Madagascar - Appraisal of

Available Geological Data in Conjunction with the Missions Own Field

Observations.

5.3.1 General

Considerable literature has been published or is otherwise available

on the known uranium occurrences and deposits. Much of the earlier

literature was the result of the active interest of the CEA in the

nuclear resources of Madagascar, although of course some of the data

have never been published for a number of reasons. More recently,

the IAEA has initiated the publication of reports and papers, some

of which are also not generally available, on the data generated

during its technical assistance activities, including the UNDP/IAEA

uranium project (1977-1982) .

5.3.2 Ore Categories of Known Occurrences and Deposits

The IAEA/NEA have provisionally established six categories of

uranium ore types, in accordance with known geological settings, of

the world's major resources. The available data, coupled with the

Mission's own field observations, suggests that the known uranium

occurrences and deposits of Madagascar fall into' these categories as

follows:

A. Quartz-Pebble Conglomerate Deposits

No basal Proterozoic uraniferous quartz-pebble conglomerate

deposits (i.e. of the Elliot Lake and Witwatersrand type) have

been identified.
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B. Proterozoic Unconformity-Related Deposits

There is at present no direct evidence for the existence of

this type of deposit in Madagascar.

C. Disseminated, Magmatic, Pegmatitic and Contact Deposits

Uranium mineralization at Itremo and Ampasindava (Fig. 11) may

be related to mafic alkaline differentiates enriched in

residual elements (Zr, Ti, Nb, Ta, rare earths, V, Th, U, P,

F). Uranium is found in combination with tantalum and niobium

(pyrochlore or microlite) in alkaline granosyenite intrusives,

in the substratum or in the sedimentary series. At Ampasindava

this geological setting extends over an area of 200 x 20 Km.

The crystalline basement of Madagascar is rich in pegmatites,

which are either in fields or swarms or are found isolated and

dispersed. A number of pegmatites are known to be uraniferous,

mineralization being mostly in the form of niobo-tantalites,

rarely as uraninite (at Bemasoandro, south of Malasalina and at

Berarafara, Vehemar). Uranium tends to concentrate in the

K-rich phase of pegmatites (Fig. 14), Be and muscovite-rich

pegmatites being at the other end of the range. In terms of

U-Nb-Ta content, the richest fields are found in the

Itasy-Antsirabe-Mandoto region, northwest of Antsirabe and its

extension to Vorondolo, 35 Km SSE of Antsirabe and at

Berafarara in the Vohemar district of northern Madagascar.

Being also interested in para-nuclear elements, especially

beryllium, considerable attention was given to the pegmatite

deposits. This resulted in several excellent descriptions of

these pegmatites, of which those of GANGLOFF, 1952; GANGLOFF

A., LENOBLE A., ROUBAULT M., 1952 and GUIGES J., 1954-1955

should be mentioned in this context. Uranium occurs mostly in

the form of uranium-niobo-tantalates, such as betafite

(17-22% U ) , euxenite (3-82 U ) , ampangab<5ite (8-12% U ) , samars-

kite (3-22% U ) , fergusonite (2-5% U) etc. Only betafite has

had some economic importance in the past. Uraninite minerali-
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sation is extremely rare in these pegmatites. Only two

occurrences have been reported, i.e. pegmatites at Bemasoandro,

south of Malakialina, of which a specimen can be seen in the

Geological Museum at Antananarivo? and Befarafara in the

Vohemar District.

The pegmatite of Ambatofotsy which prior to 1940 had produced

some 20 tonnes of betafite was re-explored during 1948 by some

1200 m of galleries and 390 m of drilling. A map of the major

pegmatite types and fields, as given by PREMOLI, 1977, is shown

in Figure 14.

D. VEIN DEPOSITS

No deposits of this type are known.

E. SANDSTONE TYPE DEPOSITS

The two types of uranium-bearing sandstone deposits include;

Uraniferous occurrences in intercalated, deltaic to

fluviatile facies of formations in the Karroo system.

The Neogene lacustrine basin at Antsirabe.

The Karroo

According to Moreau, the uranium mineralization found to date

is of two different types. The first type is found in zones

that are characterized by a sudden resumption of sedimentation

after a long period of rest (diastrophism) ; the second one

occurs in stream channels at the boundary between homogeneous

and compact basal sands with overlying mudstones.

The uraniferous zones were discovered by the CEA in the area of

Folokara (latitudes 835-885, longitudes 240-265) in the early
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sixties, from ground checks of airborne anomalies. These were

investigated by detailed sedimentalogical and geochemical

studies and by shallow exploratory drilling at that time. The

results of these investigations are not completely available

(similar comments by CARRIE); furthermore, the area was

inaccessible at the time to the Mission. However, PREMOLI

(1977) reports that three analyzed samples showed, as might be

expected, that the uranium mineralization (carnotite and

autunite) is out of equilibrium (a few recent samples have

shown a Ne/U ratio of 60%) and that grades ranged between 230

and 1750 ppm U. Known mineralization is considered to be

limited to the base of the ISALO II formation.

Carrie (previous reference) reports an unverified (or

unverifiable) CEA estimate of less than 300 tonnes U being

indicated in the Karroo in the Folokara area, which is

apparently dispersed in eight different lenses, in section

widths up to 0.5 m. One mineralized zone ("MORA 13") is

reported to. consist of five different lenses, totalling 190

tonnes U.

Notwithstanding the relatively limited success of the CEA

programme, both PREMOLI, 1977, and CARRIE, 1980, recommend a

continuing exploration effort in the Karroo (refer to Section

8) . BESAIRIE, 1966; PREMOLI, 1977, and CARRIE, 1980, all agree

that the known surface indications are of no economic

significance, but Premoli and Carrie both point to the

possibility of the existence of deposits without surface

expression somewhere within the Karroo sequence. Similarities

between the Karroo in Madagascar and sedimentary basins of the

Karroo in Africa with known uranium occurrences are quoted as

favourable factors (refer to discussion in Section 7 - Review

of Favourable Areas).
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The Antsirab.e Basin

The Antsirabe basin is one of the three Plio-Pleistocene

lacustrine basins between Ambatolampy and Antsirabe bordering

the Miocene - Quaternary volcanics of the Ankaratra to the

East. The Neogene sediments consist of lacustrine deposits of

conglomerates, arkoses, sandstones and clays, alternating with

volcanic flows, that at different times may have dammed up the

basins, and other volcanic rocks, such as trachytic tuffs and

lapilli. Several peat horizons in the sequence have recently

been recognized as old palaeo-soils. The lacustrine sediments

were deposited on migmatites and granites of the Archean

basement.

Mineralisation occurs in near-horizontal lenses of argillite

and sandstone and consists of uranocircite and yellow secondary

oxides. Maximum grade is reported as 4000 ppm U in mineralized

lenses up to 85 cm thick and with widths varying from several

tens of cm to 300 m; horizontal dimensions do not generally

exceed several dozens of m. Uranium mineral indications are

rather common in the southern part of the basin near

Vinaninkarena, where uranium (radium) was exploited during the

period 1909-1939. This superficial mineralization along the

basin edges was described by CARRIE, 1980, as very mobile,

appearing and disappearing as a function of the seasonal

rains. From drillhole information it appears that the

mineralization is not limited to any particular lithological or

stratigraphical horizon, but seems to follow stream channels,

more or less close to the Archean basement, always in the lower

part of the sedimentary sequence. In the southern part, both

basement rocks and the older volcanic flows are strongly

lateritized. No primary uranium minerals have been reported,

although marcasite and the occurence of bituminous shales and

lignite in the Antsirabe or adjacent basins indicate locally

reducing conditions. BESAIRIE, 1966, related the uranium

mineralization in the southern part of the basin, which there
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reaches depths to 60 m, to the action of several thermo-mineral

sources which might have played a role in the precipitation of

uranium from solution. Actually, high radiometric readings

(radon?) were obtained near the source 'Visy Gasy1, some 2 km

NNW of the former Vinaninkarena exploitation. The uranium may

have been derived from the numerous uraniferous pegmatites

exposed to the West and South of the basin and, according to

Premoli, 1977, are probably present in the basement rocks

underlying the basin.

Alternatively, Premoli points to a possible role of

Plio-Pleistocene volcanic activity with its alkaline

differentiation products, and mentions some similarities with

the secondary uranium mineralization at Latium, Italy.

Geologists of the current OMNIS-PNUD evaluation programme in

the Antsirabe region point to the refractory nature of the

uranium niobotantalates and suggest a possible source in the

trachytes of the Ankaratra complex, which should be anomalously

radioactive in the neighbourhood of Faratsiho and of which

tuffs occur in the basin.

During the mission, these trachytes were visited, but their

locally higher than normal radioactivity ( 2 x background)

appeared less than similar anomalies in the underlying Archean

basement.

In the exposed tuffs in the basin, no anomalous readings were

obtained. Combined with the observation that the stream

sediments of the Manandona river, draining a much larger area

than the Antsirabe basin alone, show a rather high uranium

content of 11.7 ppm U, a higher than normal background value

for the Archean basement itself cannot be excluded. Together

with the two other basins, this type of environment presents an
2

exploration target of less than 1000 km , of which the most

promising part was reportedly explored by the CEA in detail.
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Reconnaissance drilling at 250 m centr.es covering the basin

between Vinaninkarena and Antsirabe, followed by detailed

drilling at 20 m centres, has apparently resulted in

"reasonably assured resources" of the order of 120 tonnes

uranium (BESAIRIE, 1966; PREMOLI, 1977; CARRIE, 1980) in

mineralization of unknown average uranium content. Twelve

reconnaissance holes in this area were drilled by OMNIS to

confirm the CEA results (412.9 m core drilling to depths

between 14 and 61 ra). The results of these drillings, however,

as well as some additional augur drilling in the area were

considered inconclusive by CARRIE, 1980. The absence of gamma

logging, lack of chemical assay data as well as the fact that

some of the augur holes did not reach the basement and that

their exact position, with some rare exceptions, is unknown,

are the most important reasons for this opinion.

2
From an old CEA map covering an area of 10 km of the

Antsirabe basin, between km 683 - 687 N and 463.5 - 466 E, it

appears that significant mineralization (more than 300 ppm/m U)

was encountered in three clusters of drill holes, (5, 4 and 2

holes each respectively) at 250 m centres.

Detailed drilling around drill hole No. 50, at km 684 N, 464.75

E at 20 m centres, has outlined two areas of holes, 87 and 36

respectively, with 300 ppm/U or more. Thus, it is indicated

that at least 130 000 tonnes of mineralized rock with a grade

of 300 or more ppm U, or 40 tonnes U resources were demonstra-

ted in the basin. Evaluating the other clusters at a similar

tonnage then would result in the 120 tonnes, as quoted above.

position, i.e. the depth of the basement would appear to be more

critical.
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Based on a sampling programme of outcrops, pics and tranches,

CARRIE, 1980, tried to estimate an average grade for the

mineralization in the basin. Being fully aware of, and warning

that the available data may not be representative for the basin

as a whole, he arrived at an average grade of 480 ppm U at a

cut-off grade of 100 ppm U and of 1000 ppm U at a cut-off of

420 ppm.

Accepting these tentative values, which are considerably below

the reported grade of the similar mineralization at

Vinaninkarena (4200 ppm U) and which presently are being

verified by drilling and mapping of the Antsirabe basin in the

framework of the OMNIS - UNDP programme MAD-77-012, an average

grade of 850 ppm U presently seems to be indicated for the

reasonably assured resources of the Antsirabe basin. In 1954,

shortly after the discovery of the uranothorianite in the Fort

Dauphin area, the CEA abandoned the area.

F. OTHER TYPES OF DEPOSITS

This category includes all types of deposits not readily

classifiable into categories A-E.

The Uranothorianite Deposits of the Fort Dauphin Area.

Because of the prevailing degree of uncertainty on the

paragenesis of these deposits, they are herewith included in

this category.

Thorianite was first discovered in 1912 and later in 1925 by A.

Lacroix, who considered it as a rare pegmatite mineral. In

1947 H. Besairie identified uranothorianite (14% U) in the

minerals of a small phlogopite deposit at Sofia. A few years

later, in 1953, the brothers Hibon sent samples of thorianite,

recovered in significant quantities from the eluvial cover of

pyroxenite deposits, to the Geological Survey in Antananarivo.
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In 1954, the Commissariat de l'Energie Atomique (CEA) which had

been actively prospecting for uranium in Madagascar since 1946

started exploring the discovered indications in a systematic

manner, in many instances with the help of field crews of the

Service Ge*ologigue de Madagascar. The Geological Survey

started a general prospection of the region up to the parallel

of Betroka (23 15' S. Lat.). It was soon found that the area

of interest comprised a zone of some 100 by 40 km. in the

eastern part of the Mandrare basin and largely drained by the

Mananare, Betroky and Manambolo tributaries (see Figure No. 15).

One of the most important deposits of the area was

Ambindrakemba (Figure 16) according to BESAIRIE (1966). As

shown on the figure, the deposit is a large, sub-vertical

pyroxenite lens of nearly 500 m outcrop length, a width between

30 - 70 m and a dip of 75 W.

The mineralization consists of several longitudinal ore shoots

of finely disseminated uranothorianite which, with a uranium

content of 22% U, is considered very high for this type of

deposit. Uranothorianite content of these ore shoots averaged

0.42, indicating an average uranium grade of 880 ppm U.

The pyroxenite is described as a very homogeneous, medium

grained diopside pyroxenite with a small quantity of phlogopite

flakes, which sometimes occur in larger masses. Accessory

minerals are spinel, pargasite and more rarely sphene and

apatite.
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"Uranothorianite Minerals of S. Madagascar"
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According to the same source, the uranium content of

uranothorianite varied between 5 and 25%; the thorium content

between 50 and 75%. The following chemical analyses, given by

MOREAU, 1957 give the principal composition; the Th;U ratios

are calculated from these analyses:

5

ThO 2 -

U 3 ° 8 -
PbO-

SiO2-

Th/U ra t ios

92.00
6.10

0.30

0.40

15.7

88.20
6.70

2.08

0.53

13.7

84.48
13.00

0.42

0.40

6.8

79.70
17.90

0.90

0.32

4.6

73.10
23.70

0.22

0.49

3.2

67.50
29.50

0.87

0.50

2.4

Much of the confusion concerning the genesis of these deposits

appears to be of academic interest only, as little difference

of opinion exists concerning field evidence.

Uranothorianite is found as disseminations, sometimes forming

ore shoots, in pyroxenite lenses. The mineral is also found as

inclusions in anorthite or as large cubic crystals (up to 7 cm

crystal edges) in calcite-filled vugs in these pyroxenites and

in the calcite lenses (cipolins) and werneritites accompanying

them.

It is an accessory mineral in most or all of the phlogopite

deposits and, exceptionally, both phlogopite and

uranothorianite have been exploited from the same deposit

(Morafeno and Betanimena). Both the phlogopite and the

uranothorianite have been dated at 550 ± 100 MY and, therefore,

appear to be related to the Pan African orogeny. The

pyroxenites hosting the phlogopite and uranothorianite

mineralization are described as inter-stratified, sometimes

intrusive and cross-cutting lenses in ultrametamorphic schists

of the Androyen system (NOIZET, 1953, 1959; BESAIRIE, 1966).

They are fine to medium grained, sometimes almost monomineralic

rocks with an unoriented equigranular structure.
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The pyroxene is an aluminous diopside (5-10% Al), sometimes

with spinel inclusions. Apart from these almost monomineralic

diopside pyroxenites, feldspathic or werneritic pyroxenites are

frequently observed and, actually, a large suite of minerals

accompanies the phlogopite - uranothorianite mineralizations,

as illustrated by BESAIRIE, 1966 in Figure 17. The major

minerals, diopside, calcite and scapolite-anorthite form

distinct rock types that grade into each other and are all

characterized by an unoriented, sometimes very coarse grained

crystalline, structure, with diopside prisms up to a length 20
3

cm, calcite monocrystals of more than 1 m and phlogopite
2

plates up to 2 m .

Apatite and scapolite prisms vith a length up to 40 - 50 cm

were also observed.

In some deposits, thin beds of serpentinized peridotites were

found within the pyroxenites. The pyroxenites are often cut by

'dissogenites', a rock type consisting of microcline, ferrugi-

nous diopside and wernerite, and by normal pegmatites as well

as basic dikes from the younger volcanics.

During the Mission's visit to the northern part of the urano-

thorianite mineralization in the Betioky region (Marombi area),

it was observed that in most of the visited quarries (Nos. 42,

52, 71), the pyroxenites are enclosed in, or adjacent to large

carbonate bodies (cipoline), with all the characteristics of an

intrusive contact between the two rock types, as illustrated in

Figure 18.

Both the pyroxenite and the carbonate bodies are macropoly-

schematic rocks, with merismitic textures. The light coloured

calcite, containing clearly rotated blocks of more or less

completely absorbed pyroxenite, intrudes the dark coloured

pyroxenite. A somewhat similar observation was reported by

NOIZET, 1959, from a cipolin outcrop in the same area along the

Manambolo river, which he describes as a cipolin breccia.
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As shown in Figure 19, it is a polymict merismitic rock, where

the unoriented medium grained calcite mass cements granulite

(left upper corner), gneiss (lower left corner and middle),

and, more often, werneritites and pyroxenites (lower right

corner). The large granulite inclusion shows slightly rounded

edges; the enclosed gneiss blocks, corresponding in composition

with the wall rock of the carbonate body, are hardly affected

at all, but show different orientation of the schistosity

planes. Again, the pyroxenite is more or less absorbed by the

calcite.

The carbonate body is clearly intrusive in the older

ultrametamorphic schists of the Androyen system (granulite,

gneiss, quartzite). A first attempt to explain the phlogopite

mineralization was made by A. LACROIX in 1941.

As quoted by NOIZET, 1959, and BESAIRIE, 1966, and based on

petrochemical evidence, Lacroix demonstrated that the

pyroxenites did not belong to any known igneous suite and

should be considered as metamorphic sedimentary rocks

(dolomitic marls). He considers the formation of phlogopite -

calcite - pyroxene as the result of pneumatolitic action of

granitic magma on the pyroxenite, without intervention of the

liquid part of the magma. The liquid part of the magma then

contributed the microcline of the dissogenites and the normal

pegmatites. The frequent occurrence of epidote as an accessory

mineral in diopside-rich werneritites and pyroxenites is

considered as an anomaly in metamorphic rocks of the granulite

facies.

It appears rather doubtful that this hypothesis of a

metamorphic-sedimentary origin of the plagioclasite-pyroxenite

rock series, if proposed by a lesser authority, would have

withstood the contradicting field evidence as long as it

actually did. In order to explain the structural and textural

field evidence, BESAIRIE, 1944, advanced the hypothesis of a

true rheomorphism, during which the pyroxenites passed through

a liquid phase and were injected into their current position.
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NOIZET, 1959, accepting the metamorphic-sedimentary origin of

the calcium-magnesian rock series, of which the cipolins are

considered to be part, and partly accepting a sedimentary

origin of the uranium-thorium, rejects the pneumatolitic part

of the Lacroix hypothesis.

He considers the mineralization to be related to metasomatic

processes, accompanying the granitisation of the "Chaines

anosyennes" bordering the uranium-thorium mineralisation to the

West and of which the Tranomaro region would represent the

basic front. Concerning the common occurrence of wernerite in

these rocks, apart from any granitic, pegmatitic or large scale

metasomatic influence, he believes this scapolite to be a

normal metamorphic mineral.

By accepting the orthomagmatic nature of the pyroxenites, as

proposed by J.W. von Backstrom, these rocks would become a

member of a carbonatitic igneous rock suite of which geochemi-

cally similar examples are known to exist in the African shield

areas (Palabora).

It would explain the pegmatoid character of many of these

rocks, the intrusive features of the cipolins, the occurrence

of wernerite as a contact mineral in endomorphosed igneous rock

and last but not least the total absence of any trace of the

regional ultrametamorphism that formed the enclosing granite-

gneisses and migmatites of the Androyen system.

Thus, the uranothorianite and phlogopite mineralization of

southern Madagascar (Androyen system) appear to be related

through the same metallogenetic process. This was also the

opinion of BESAISIE, 1966, who made many cross-references in

his description of the two different mineral industries.
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For this1 reason it would appear rather useless to look for a

metallogenetic cause to explain the different distribution of

"exploitable" phlogopite and./or uranothorianite deposits.

Especially for uranium and thorium, a topochemical relation -

intersection of the metallogenetic process and a

uranothoriferous district or province - would suffice to

explain the observed quantitative differences in

uranothorianite distribution.

A topochemical relation appears to be indicated in the results

of the geochemical stream sediment reconnaissance survey.

Plotting the results on a geological map (refer to Figure 20

for sample location) it is found that the stream samples from

the Lower Proterozoic Androyen System (LP), except samples Nos.

6 and 13 from drainage basins with reported uranium

mineralization, show lower than average (4.73 ppm) uranium

content. Phlogopite mineralization is reported from all

sampled basins in the area, indicating the topochemical

relation between uranium mineralization and regionally high

uranium background.

With reference to the continuing controversy on paragenesis, it

should be added that several mineralized samples of pyroxenite,

collected at the time of the mission's visit, were subsequently

submitted to the Natural History Museum, Vienna, for study,

including electron microprobe analysis. Preliminary results

appear to confirm that a sedimentary origin of the host rock is

not indicated and that all elements indicative of carbonatite

are present except for Nb and Ta.

Monazite Occurrences

Indications of uraniferous monazite are known to occur in

pegmatites, granites and in detrital concentrations of

colluvial and alluvial origin, the latter includes

concentrations in beach placer deposits along the
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south-south-east coast of Madagascar. These placer deposits,

the only occurrences considered to be of possible economic

importance, extend over an arc of some 200 km of coast line,

from Antete to Vangaindrano. The monazite, a component (up to

30%) of heavy mineral sands, forms 2 to 32 of the total beach

sand material. The average uranium content of the monazite is

of the order of 0.3% U.

An occurrence of "uranite" in granite porphyry of the

Kalambatitra massif is reported by RAZAFINIPARANY, 1978, which

is shown on the geological map ( 1 : 1 000 000) as migmatite

complex (age ; 550 MY). The occurrence may have been

discovered as the result of an airborne survey (including

scinti Home try) made in the framework of a UNDP project during

1966 in the Betroka-Ihosy area and is also reported by PREMOLI,

1977. Several anomalies were discovered of which one

designated as anomaly 124 d east of Betroka is described as

orthomagmatic mineralization associated with moderately

alkaline rocks. The anomaly was tested by diamond drilling.

Assays (not further specified) indicated 0.07 to 0.10% U.

According to Premoli, several line-km of airborne gamma

spectrometry, as well as analyses of micro-sonde and emission

spectrograph, demonstrated that most of the anomaly was due to

thorium, almost certainly present in the form of monazite.

5.4 Mining and Production

5.4.1 The Radium Period;

Uranium exploitation, for the production of radium, started as early

as 1909, with the production of uranium concentrates from a deposit

near Vinaninkarena in the Antsirabe Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine

basin. According to KOHL (1954), during the period 1909-1921 some

57 tonnes of concentrates were recovered from this deposit by

gravity separation, and in 1939 another 20 tonnes of concentrates

would have been exported. The uranium mineral was mostly
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uranocircite (±47% U) and the exported ore grade 0.5% ^ O Q

(0.42% U ) . This seems to indicate a total production of less than

36 tonnes U. A second source of uranium during this period up to

1939 was the pegmatite deposits, containing significant quantities

of uranium in niobo-tantalates, of which betafite (17-20%U) was the

most important commercial mineral. Between 1912 and 1927, some 116

tonnes of these minerals were produced from a large number of

pegmatites, particularly from the Itasy-Antsirabe-Mandoto region and

further from the Vorondolo region, 35 km SSW of Antsirabe. No data

on the average uranium content of these pegmatite ores are given,

but it is known (KOHL, 1954; BESAIRIE, 1966) that the uranium

minerals sometimes occurred in clusters of considerable magnitude.

Thus, from a pegmatite at Ambatofotsy with a total production of

some 20 tonnes of betafite, a single group of betafite crystals

weighing 105 kg was obtained. Another cluster, weighing 65 kg was

taken out from Amparitena. Thus, from the pegmatites, another 24

tonnes of uranium may have been obtained, bringing total- production

until 1940 to less than 60 tonnes of contained uranium, from which,

up to 1927, some 8 grams of radium (theorectically corresponding to

24 tonnes of U) were extracted (OBST, 1943).

5.4.2 Uranium Production: 1953-1968:

On a small scale, production was initiated by the CEA and private

contractors during the late 1940's, at first from several pegmatites

with niobo-tantalates of uranium. Beginning with the 1950's,

concentrates were produced by panning alluvial and eluvial deposits

of uranothorianite and monazite beach placer deposits. By 1954

annual production had reached about 100 tonnes of concentrates. In

1955 the CEA and private contractors started producing from several

alluvial deposits and from pyroxenite deposits at Marosohy and

Amboanemba. The latter deposit was depleted by 1958, as were the

alluvial and eluvial deposits.
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Annual production of uranothorianite increased rapidly henceforth

with more uranothorianite deposits being brought into production,

until a level of about 500 tonnes of thorianite annually was reached

during the years 1958 - 1963. Apparently all production was from

open-cast mines, which were generally not worked below the 45-50 m

level. Production decreased somewhat after 1963 and operations had

been variously reported as ceasing altogether by 1966 or 1968. A

total production of 3986 tonnes of uranothorianite is reported by

BESAIRIE (1966).

The reason(s) for the closure of all uranium operations are unknown,

but it is speculated that these may have been partly politically and

partly economically motivated. The CEA had already made important

uranium discoveries in Africa at that time and these could have been

an attractive investment. Regarding the economics of producing

uranium from Ft. Dauphin uranothorianite, it is submitted that even

at the best of times the deposits would not have qualified

exclusively as a uranium resource in the less than US$ 80/kg

category. With thorium as a co-product at similar unit price as

uranium, however, this mineralization would have been a highly

attractive proposition, with estimated production costs (exclusive

of exploration) of 7.8 US$/Kg U + Th (1970 US$ value).

The CEA being both producer and buyer, and with the possibility of a

thorium fuel cycle being developed by the same organization, the

exploitation of the Ft. Dauphin deposits appears fully justifiable

within the techno-econoraic context at that time.

According to data reported by Premoli, 1977, which are open to

different interpretations, the CEA had produced some 5900 tonnes of

concentrates, containing 1030 tonnes of uranium and 3200 tonnes of

thorium. Ore grade mineralization would have varied between 0.1 -

1% uranothorianite, with an average of 0.3%.

The average thorium content of the concentrates would have been 60%;

the uranium content 12%. Recovery of uranothorianite from the ore
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would have been 85% and the concentrates would have contained 7 5%

uranothorianite. A total of nearly 2 million tonnes of ore would

have been treated in the gravity concentration plants at Binda and

Belafor, with a daily capacity of 1500 tonnes of ore. From these

data, disregarding production from alluvial and eluvial deposits,

production of 5900 tonnes uranothorianite containing some 1200

tonnes of uranium (20.5% U) from ore grading 0.3% uranothorianitev

seems to be indicated. This corresponds to an uranium concentration

of 600 ppm in the ore. All concentrate was exported. No uranium

oxide was extracted in Madagascar in commercial scale operations.

5.5 The Present Resource Position

5.5.1 Uranothorianite Deposits in the Ft. Dauphin Area

A number of sources have suggested a variety of figures, some

without further definition, for the quantity of uranium which might

still be in place in known deposits. Unfortunately, the data on

which these estimates are based are not available and such

evaluations could therefore not be confirmed. The figures quoted

are as follows:

Author(s) Resource Designation Quantity of U (tonnes)

Besairie (1966) "10 years of reserves 1000
at production rate of
500 tonnes Uranothor-
ianite/annum"

IUREP Estimated Additional 1000 - 2000
(Phase I, 1977) Resources

Premoli (1977) "Estimated Resources1' 2000
at a grade of 1000 ppm
U or more

It is the Mission's considered opinion that, because of field

evidence and the lack or unavailability of supportive data, none of

these estimates can at present be considered as confirmed. It is
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our finding therefore that, pending the outcome of the exploration

program and the development drilling under way at Ft. Dauphin in

1982, there are no known RAR and EAR resources there. The grade of

0.1% U reported by Premoli is considerably higher than the average

grade recorded by the CEA, which Premoli himself states was working

on the higher grade deposits. It is known that the Th;U ratios at

Ft. Dauphin vary considerably, even in the same deposit (c.f. this

report). The non-availability of most of the basic data the CEA

acquired during more than ten years of drilling and mining is

therefore doubly regrettable and makes it mandatory to await the

results of the present OMNIS drilling and evaluation program before

making any further assessment of the Ft. Dauphin resources.

5.4.2 Occurrences in the Antairabe Neogene Basin

and the Folakara Area (Karroo)

At this time both of these should be regarded as occurrences only.

Neither has at present any uranium resources which could qualify

their inclusion in the RAR and EAR categories. At Vinaninkarena

(southern end of the Antsirabe basin), the results of OMNIS

reconnaissance diamond drilling and augur drilling to confirm

previous CEA data remain inconclusive. The lack of radiometric

logging, the scarcity of chemical analyses, the fact that some of

the augur drilling did not reach basement and that their exact

location was not surveyed, are the more salient reasons for their

exclusion from these categories.

5.4.3 Monazite Placer Deposits

Total known resources of monazite in beach placer deposits are

estimated at 15 000 tonnes; thus assuming an average uranium content

of 0.3% U, these resources theoretically represent a total uranium

content of less than 50 tonnes U. Co-resources are zircon : 15 000

tonnes and ilmenite : 250 000 tonnes. Barring the possibility of

recovering these uranium resources as a by-product, they are not

considered to be recoverable.
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6. NATIONAL PROGRAMMES

6.1 The OMHIS Uranium Project

All matters and activities relating to uranium (and any of the

paranuclear raw materials) come under the responsibility of the

Office Militaire National pour les Industries Stratggigues (OMNIS).

The organisation, which reports directly to the President of the

Malagasy Republic, was founded in 1976. Apart from the uranium

section, it controls three other industrial sections in which it

also has a virtual monopoly in Madagascar.

These are chromite mining (through the independently operated La

Kraomita Malagasy company), the exploration for all hydrocarbons

(including petroleum, tar sands, heavy oils and bituminous shales)

and ship-building and repair yards.

A partial organigram of OMNIS, supplied by the organisation, is

attached in the Appendix (No. 3A). The objectives of the OMNIS

uranium activity are;

To resume mining in the Fort Dauphin area.

To explore any area in the national territory for the

discovery of new resources.

A planned uranium production of 400 tonnes U.0o per year within
j a

4 years was given as a first target. Monthly expenses for the

uranium exploration programme were given as 250 million FMG.

Compared to the total exploration expenditure of 743 million FMG

over the period 1976 - 1979 and observed uranium activities, these

250 million FMG probably refer to current annual expenditures on

uranium exploration.
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The uranium section, being young, is still at the development stage.

It is suggested that the following improvements could lead to the

further enhancement of efficiency in the operation of this section.*

a) Improvement in communication between head office and

field operations.

b) A realistic reappraisal of programme objectives.

c) Improvements in logistical support, including spare

parts supply system and vehicle maintenance.

d) Enlarging the capacity of analytical facilities to keep

abreast of exploration programmes.

e) Raising the level of experience and skills of some of

the operating personnel through training programmes in

Madagascar and if necessary overseas.

With reference to (e), the Mission found that OMNIS is fortunate in

having several senior prospectors with many years of experience

gained through work with the CEA in Madagascar and elsewhere.

It is gathered that, while the responsibility for the search,

exploration, development and exploitation of all minerals required

in the nuclear fuel cycle has been entrusted to OMNIS, there is full

co-operation of the Service Ge"ologigue in the execution of the

programme. The Head Office of the OMNIS organisation is located at;

21, rue Razanakombana

B.P. 1 bis Antananarivo

Tel; 242.83

Telex; OMNIS 2370
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Personnel;

The uranium section of OMNIS is staffed by professional and

technical personnel trained in a wide variety of disciplines and

with varying levels of experience. Such personnel includes

geologists, mining engineers, geophysicists, analytical chemists,

economists and technicians, among others.

However, the total number of personnel employed in the uranium

section was not made available to the mission.

Exploration staff:

The following personnel are reported by OMNIS (in April 1981) to be

employed in the uranium exploration programme:

Geologists; 14, of which 6 have professional

qualifications

Geophysicists: 8, of which 2 have professional

qualifications

An organisation chart, by project operations, including IAEA/UNDP

exploration 3taff (see Section 6.3) is attached to the Appendix

(No. 5).

Equipment

OMNIS owns the following equipment for the implementation of its

uranium prospection programme;

One Scintilloraeter (Type; SRAT - SPP2)

One Spectrometer (Integral Type; GIS - 1)

Two Spectrometers (Differential, Types; GAD - 1 & GAM - 1)

One Detector (compatible with GAD - 1/GAM - 1; Type: GSP-2)

One Detector ( " " " " ; Type: GSP-3)

One Emanometer (Type; ERT - 1)
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One Bore - bole Logger

Two Ultraviolet Lamps (portable)

One Barometer (Type; Pauling precision)

One Pulverizer

One Disc- Pulverizer

One Agate mortar and pestle

One Jarrell - Ash Fluorimeter

Geophysical equipment (Resistivity, Self-potential)

Four drills (Type; Longyear 38)

One drill (Type; Longyear 40)

One drill (Type; EDECO, Stratadrill)

One drill (Type; Longyear 24)

Note; This list of OMNIS equipment is only partial, as it

excludes vehicles and some laboratory equipment such as

microscopes and analytical equipment not obtained under the

regular uranium programme, and two geological picks of which

one was donated by the Mission.

6.2 Airborne Surveys

It was learned that, during the course of its operation, the CEA

carried out an airborne scintillometric survey of almost the entire

area underlain by Karroo sedimentary formations. The results were

not available to the Mission.

Flight lines were East-West, i.e. across the regional bedding,

spaced at 500 m apart.

Extra flights were made to obtain closure and to verify anomalous

zones.

Flight altitude was 75 m.

A number of significant anomalies were obtained, notably between

latitudes 835 to 885 and longitudes 240 to 265 (Folakara). These

proved to be due to uranium mineralisation (mainly carnotite and

autunite) located at the base of the Isalo II formation.
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In March 1977, the Fort Dauphin area was flown (by Hunting Geology

and Geophysics Ltd.) by gamma spectrometer and magnetometer.

The survey, carried out on contract to OMNIS, covered 2 700 square

km, by flight lines totalling 7310 line-km. Survey costs are

reported by OMNIS to be US$ 25 to 30 per line-km, including data

reduction and interpretation (such costs are in line with those

experienced for equivalent surveys elsewhere in the world).

The results of this survey are only partially known to the Mission,

as the original report was not made available.

It is the Mission's opinion that, because of the chemically

weathered surface of the entire island, airborne surveys should, in

the future, not be given any high priority.

The nature of the surface could cause spurious results. On one hand

leachable uranium mineralisation would be readily removed during the

weathering process and, on the other, resistate minerals, such as

monazite could become enriched in the weathered soil (as observed

during the Mission) and could result in the erroneous interpretation

of anomalies.

6.3 Bilateral and International Technical Assistance

From 1976 onward, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has

given assistance to the Government to carry out uranium prospection,

under its regular programme. The assistance rendered to date has

been mainly in supplying a professional drilling engineer to train

Malagasy nationals in drilling techniques (e.g. at Fort Dauphin).

Current IAEA expenditures run at approximately US& 50 000 annually

for its regular programme.
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In August 1979, a project of the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) was initiated, in conjunction with the IAEA and the

Malagasy Government, to explore for and evaluate uranium resources,

mainly in the Antsirabe and Folakara regions for the period 1979 -

1982.

The IAEA/UNDP expatriate staff consists of the following positions:

One Project Manager (geologist)

One Economic Geologist

One Geologist

One Drilling Engineer

The Government contribution to the project is FMG 574 686 000, the

UNDP contribution totals US$ 1.48 million. Logistic support is

supplied by the UNDP's local office in Antananarivo.

There are unconfirmed and unofficial reports that an institute in

Yugoslavia is providing the expertise and equipment required and is

training Malagasy staff in ore beneficiation techniques. Samples of

Fort Dauphin uranothorianite have been supplied to the Institute's

facilities at Ljubljana to evaluate beneficiation techniques and ore

recovery.
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7. FAVOURABLE AREAS FOR SPECULATIVE RESOURCES

7.1 Introduction

All known primary uranium mineralization in the crystalline basement

of Madagascar is reported to be 500 MY or younger, possibly due to a

total remobilisation of the uranium at the time of the last

(Panafrican) orogeny. To this orogeny is attributed the abundant

pegmatization of several areas in Madagascar (PREMOLI, 1977).

From the regional geochemical view, the island has an enriched

content in radioactive minerals. Monazite is particularly abundant

in the alluvium covering large parts of the island and forming

possibly exploitable concentrations in some areas.

It is of possible bearing to its metallogenetic potential that known

mineralization tends to be of the oxide and silicate type, rather

than sulphides and implying highly oxidising conditions. It is also

noteworthy that the occurrence of uraninite is extremely rare. No

pitchblende mineralization has been reported.

7.2 Review of Areas and Environments favourable for speculative

Resources and their Assessment.

In view of the results obtained from past exploration and production

of uranium, the interpretation of known uranium occurrences in

Madagascar, of the geochemical reconnaissance stream sediment survey

carried out by the Mission and its own geological observations, as

well as current developments on the understanding of uranium ore

genesis, the Mission considers the existence of a moderate uranium

potential in speculative resources likely.

Using the six different categories of deposit types established by

the NEA/IAEA and described previously in Section 5.2, the

favourability for the occurrence of speculative resources and

estimates of their extent is as follows;
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7.2.1s Quartz-pebble Conglomerate Deposits.

No occurrences of uraniferous basal Lower Proterozoic conglomerates

are known in Madagascar. Elsewhere in the world, such deposits are

restricted in geological time. If, as has been prognosticated,

complete remobilisation of uranium occurred at 550 ± 50 MY, there

appears to be little probability for the existence of this type of

deposit there.

7.2.2J Proterozoic unconformity-related Deposits

There are no mineral indications for the occurrence of these

deposits in Madagascar. However, elsewhere in the world, deposits

of this type are spatially and structurally related to major

erosional unconformities, developed during a general world-wide

orogenic period, about 1800-1600 MY. In Canada and Australia they

are closely related to an unconformity between Middle Proterozoic

and Lower Proterozoic rocks, the main ore control being possibly

structural. Although the paragenesis of these types of deposits

remains subject to debate and further study, it is widely accepted

that the initial deposition of the uranium in Lower Proterozoic

pelitic sediments, derived from the erosion of Archean granitic

basement rocks, was followed by remobilisation, and reconcentration

during subsequent orogenic events. Redeposition of the uranium,

mostly as pitchblende and of different ages in different deposits,

may have been affected by diagenesis. The presence of a reducing

environment, graphitic, carbonaceous, may also have influenced the

redeposition and enrichment of uranium concentrations.

It should be mentioned that many of the important discoveries of the

last 15 years are of this type, which as late as 1970 was not

considered justified as a separate classification (i.e. after the

termination of the CEA prospection activities in Madagascar).

In Madagascar, the presence of two major unconformities, one between

the Middle Proterozoic SQC series and Archean migmatite granites.
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the other between the base of the Karroo and Lower Proterozoics may

be favourable environments of the type described. It is conceivable

that the uranium may have been remobilised, as it evidently was in

the case of the surficial showings in the Karroo. The unconformity

may have been a locus for redeposition and enrichment. The western

part of Madagascar appears to be a region into which ore elements

migrated from host rocks to the east after erosion and denudation.

A study by FOURMARIER (1967) concluded that the crustal block

forming the island gradually declined westward with the rising of'

the eastern coast line. Subsequent orogenesis, erosion and

diagenetic processes could have provided suitable conditions for

remobilisation, transport and redeposition of uranium along

structural traps such as unconformities. The location of the two

unconformities is shown schematically in Figure 20.

Although it is by no means definitive, it should also be mentioned

that a favourable aspect is that an unsystematic stream sediment

sampling programme along rivers of various size and length and

involving 17 sampling points by the Mission showed concentrations

ranging from 1.5 to 11.7 ppra U in terms of total uranium along

locations of the western (Karroo) unconformity. Figure 20 also

shows the approximate location of the sampling points.

It is postulated that uranium deposits of the unconformity-related

type could exist, but as there is little direct evidence, except for

their comparable setting and age with occurrences elsewhere and the

location of various uranium indications with regard to the

unconformities, this possibility is entirely speculative.
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Table VI

Geocheraical stream sediment survey

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

N / E

Km/Km

676/464

636/476

525/475

476/445

460/420

414/366

360/368

316/364

271/336

256/324

215/321

121/392

130/395

720/484

733/505

771/513

780/518

ppm total U

11.7

8.75

9.9

5.8

5.2

8.5

3.7

1.5

3.2

1.5

2.6

1.9

8.9

3.7

3.4

2.6

1.8

remarks

Average of 11.9; 11.5

Average of 9.0; 8.5

Average of 10.9; 6.9

7.2.3: Disseminated, magmatic, pegmatitic and contact deposits.

Occurrences of radioactive minerals are known in the area of

Itremo (Ambatofinandrahana), 230 km south of Antananarivo, where

more than forty localities with bastnaesite mineralization

extending over a total distance of 15 km are associated with

alkaline differentiates in a sub-circular intrusive gabbroic

complex.
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In other alkaline intrusions in the Ampasindava region extending

over 200 km from the Peninsula to Antogil Bay, as well as in the

west at Ambohitrosy and in the Manama area in the south, the

presence of nepheline syenite indicates favourability for uranium

occurrence and of pyrocblore as refractory minerals.

In general, the uranium content in this type of deposit is low

(up to 200 - 300 ppm U) and the uranium may normally only

recoverableas a co- or by-product along with niobium, zirconium

and lithium.

None of the known deposits and occurrences appear to have any

similarity with the pegmatite-alaskites of Rossing in Namibia,

nor to the alkalic syenite rocks of Illimaussag, Greenland or

Pocos de Caldas, Brazil. No speculative resource tonnages can be

assigned to this type.

The Precambrian basement of Madagascar is rich in pegmatites,

either in groups or isolated (Fig ). Radioactive minerals of

Th and U are usually associated with niobo-tantalates in

potassium-rich pegmatites. The largest and most well known

pegmatite is located at Ambatofotsy. Other pegmatites of this

type are in the Antsirabe-Mandoto region (Tomboarive,

Ambatofotsikely, Samaha, Fiaolanana etc.). Mineralization

consists of betafite, euxenite, etc. About one quarter of the

hundred pegmatites examined by the CEA contained some radioactive

minerals, invariably at low grades and not exceeding 100 g of

mineral / m . Because the uranium would normally not be

recoverable as a sole product at this grade, resources of this

type cannot be included in the category of speculative resources.

7.2.4; Sandstone deposits

a. Neogene basins

There are three similar Neogene basins of lacustrine sediments

2
between Antsirabe and Ambatolampy, totalling 1 000 km in area,
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favourable to uranium mineralization. Only the southern basin

contains known mineralization (at Vininkarema). Despite the fact

that these occurrences have been known for a very long time and

that considerable work has been expended by the CEA in exploring

the basins at the reconnaissance level, the information available

to evaluate these is at present inadequate.

An estimate of the size and grade of the Vininkarema occurrences

has already been cited in section 5.2. If similar occurrences

are assumed for the other two basins, the total uranium contained

in them would be less than 400 tonnes U.

An evaluation by CARRIE, 1980, arrives at a "potential maximum

uranium content of the known perimeter of 2 300 tonnes U at a

grade of 100 ppm U".

Additionally, there are other areas where recent fault-controlled

troughs are associated with volcanism and which may represent

favourable environments of similar type but which may have little

or no surface expression.

Total speculative resources for Neogene basin sediments are

estimated to be 1 000 tonnes to 3 000 tonnes U.

b. The Karroo

The sedimentary, predominantly continental formations of the

Karroo system are exposed for over 1 450 km along the western

edge of the Precambrian basement, occurring as two major basins

with considerable subsidence. The exposed widths vary from 20 km

in the northern Mahajanga basin to more than 100 km in the

Morondava basin.

The northern part of the Morondava is considered to be of

enhanced favourability because of the more continental character

of the formations and because of structural conditions.
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Mineralization by uranium vanadates and secondary minerals has

been traced intermittently (in irregular, discontinuous lenses)

over several tens of kilometers. Two different types of controls

for uranium mineralization have been recognized;

-A sudden resumption of sedimentation after a prolonged

period of diastrophism (mineralization near edges of sub-

sidence zones?).

-Stream channels at the boundary between homogeneous and

compact basal sands and subjacent mudstones.

Based on present information, the most favourable areas of the

Karroo are considered to be those with the Isalo Group I and

Group II formations, particularly the base of the Isalo II

(deltaic to fluviatile), lying unconformably over Isalo I. The

unconformity has been traced for over 800 km, roughly

parallelling the western coast line and 150 km inland.

The more obvious target area is east of the Tsimiroro horst (more

continental character of the Karroo).

Practically the entire area of Karroo outcrop was flown by the

CEA in the 1950's, using total count scintillometric equipment

and a large number of anomalies were interpreted. Two areas,

i.e. the vicinity of Folakara and to a lesser extent the Makay

area were examined by ground follow-up work, at the

reconnaissance, systematic and detailed levels, including shallow

drilling. Only minor resources of uranium (300 tonnes U,

estimated by CARRIE, 1980) spread over eight separate lenses were

located during the course of this work.

Despite this somewhat discouraging result, a number of experts

who had the privilege of examining areas of the Karroo (which was

closed at the time of the Mission's stay), including PREMOLI and

CARRIE, state that the potential of the Karroo has not been

examined fully for the following reasons:
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(i) The CEA employed a relatively inflexible, rigid approach

to the methodology employed in prospecting the surficial

mineralization and had an incomplete understanding of

paragenesis and geological controls. This situation

created an impasse after obvious drilling targets were

eliminated. However, this evident lack of flexibility

should be viewed in the light of the understanding of

sedimentary deposits prevailing at that time. The

results obtained do not necessarily negate the possible

economic potential of the Karroo. As an example, the

somewhat comparable setting of the Tim Mersoi basin

(Niger) is cited, where several large uranium deposits

without any surface expression were discovered at depths

of 40 to 250 m, several tens of km from any surface

indications.

(ii) Only less than 25% of the drilling carried out was

allotted to reconnaissance drilling, to joining up

mineral indications or to drilling in areas without

indications.

(iii) Airborne survey coverage of the Karroo was estimated at

40%.

Other generally favourable characteristics of the Karroo are;

-the large area of its occurrence;

-the flat-lying sediments;

-the presence of structural traps;

-the presence of reductants (pyrite, carbonaceous sediments,

the presence of H S)

Negative factors meriting mention are:

(i) The Karroo formations in Africa are more continental in

character than the "Karroo Malgache"; there is an

absence or paucity in favourable acid volcanics in the

latter.
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(ii) While uranium mineralization has been discovered in many

areas of the Karroo in Africa, particularly in

sedimentary basins in South Africa, Botswana, Zambia,

Malawi and Angola, mineralization tends to be of low

grade, sporadic and often in discontinuous lenses, i.e.

associated with palaeofluvial channels and is not often

subsequently enriched. While exploration is continuing

in many areas of the Karroo, it is only in South Africa

and Zambia that the occurrences appear so far to be of

economic potential.

It is nevertheless concluded that the Karroo system of

Madagascar remains a large favourable setting with possible

economic potential. Areas with enhanced favourability

include;

-The Folakara area (known mineral indications)

-The Makay area (radiometric anomalies)

-The area of the Sakao (complete sequence of the Karroo,

presence of coal beds)

-The area east of the Tsimiroro horst

-The northern section of the Morondava basin

It is estimated that these more favourable areas encompass a
2

total of more than 23 000 km .

Summary

The Karroo system of Madagascar is considered to have the

potential for several moderately sized sedimentary sandstone

type uranium deposits (i.e. 5 000 to 10 000 tonnes U each).

In addition, there are possibilities for the occurrence of

other types of deposits, although little is known so far of

the favourability for these.
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Because of the lack of information on structural and

geological conditions at depth and the incomplete coverage of

the area during the earlier prospection phase, the estimate

of speculative resources must cover a wide range;

speculative resources of the Karroo are estimated to range

from 1 000 to 30 000 tonnes U.

7.2.5r Other types of deposits.

Uranothorianite of the Fort Dauphin area

Present evidence indicates that known uranothorianite

mineralization is confined to an area of 100 km (length) by 30-40

km (width) in southern Madagascar. Over one hundred occurrences

and deposits of uranothorianite are known (Fig IS) in this area,

which is bordered to the south by alluvial formations, to the

west by the Androy massif, the east by the Anosyenne granite. To

the north, mineralization appears to be restricted to the inside

area of the loop of the Mandrare river, although geological

reasons for this limitation remain obscure. Inside this

polygonal area, mineralization is associated with zones enriched

in wernerites and pyroxenites of the Tranomaro group. West of

the area, phlogopite deposits in pyroxenite, wernerite and

cipolin are of economic importance. Uranothorianite and

phlogopite mineralization occurs together, although only rarely

are both minerals present in economically interesting grades.

The results of the (1977) airborne gamma spectrometric survey by

the Hunting group (refer to Map, 1A Annex) suggests the presence

of a number of significant anomalies outside of known deposits

but until the present mostly of unknown origin. Additional

uranium resources may occur there. However, unfortunately ground

follow-up, verification and evaluation of these anomalies remain

to be completed. Until that time, no definite evaluation of the
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area can be complete. Anomalies may be due to a number of other

extraneous causes, including man-made causes (e.g. road material).

The deposits have in places been eroded to colluvial and alluvial

placer concentrations. The possibility of larger placers

occurring under extensive cover and of in-situ deposits under

calcareous weathered surface capping should not be excluded.

Because of the lack of basic data, an assessment of speculative

resources of the Ft. Dauphin area is a difficult task. Known

deposits have generally excellent radiometric expression and the

Mission considers the chances for significant new discoveries may

be limited.

In Phase I of the IUREP study, the resources of the area are

reported as EAR; 2 000 tonnes U; Speculative resources;

4 000-6 000 tonnes U. The Mission cannot endorse the

unsubstantiated EAR resources. Because of the lack of supportive

data and large variations in Th;U ratios and grades, it is not

possible to express speculative resources, except over a wide

range, i.e. 2 000 to 5 000 tonnes U. (This total includes the

2 000 tonnes of uranium originally assigned to the EAR category

in the previous IUREP Phase I report.)

Uraniferous calcretes.

An area with a calcareous crust of Eocene age, in close proximity

with Precambrian basement, in southern and southeastern

Madagascar has previously been pointed out as a possibly

favourable environment for uraniferous calcretes (PREMOLI, 1977;

IUREP Phase I, 1977).

The area roughly parallels the present coast line, north and

south of Tuliara ("Plateau Calcaire Maahafaly"?). It is not

known if any prospection activities have taken place there in the

past or whether there are any indications of uranium
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mineralization. However, in view of the fact that these types of

uranium deposits were only discovered to have an economic

potential during the 1970' s, it is unlikely. The map of CEA

activities (Fig 13) does not show any activities there during its

time in Madagascar.

According to CARLISLE (IAEA unpublished report, 1981), the

conditions favourable to the formation of uraniferous calcrete

regions in western Australia include;

Nonpedogenic;

Valley axis, deltaic to fluviatile;

Annual rainfall; 170 to 250 mm;

temperature (mean) ; 19 C;

3 300 to 4 200 mm;

12 to 20;

(d-c) more than 3 000 mm;

Calcrete formation along drainage

and parallel with it, on or adjacent

to granitic formations and "green-

Tne necessity for the existence of a large deeply weathered

uranium source is evident.

In Madagascar, the area which most nearly meets these conditions

certainly appears to be the southeast. The monazite-rich

Androyen system could have been the source of the uranium.

The area is one of the most arid regions of Madagascar, but too

little is known of geology, geomorphology, climate, topography,

composition and configuration of bedrock, all of which may be

factors affecting favourability.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Calcrete

Topography

Climate

Potential annual

evaporation

Ratio —

Water balance

Saline

downdrainage

Geologic setting
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8. RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE EXPLORATION.

8.1 General

As a matter of policy it is recommended that the analytical

facilities serving the uranium project should be enlarged; present

capacity seems to be inadequate to serve all three present projects.

Ideally, the Ft. Dauphin project should have its own facility, to be

located there, particularly as samples are ore-grade material.

Furthermore, the analytical facilities at Antananarivo should be

extended to include analysis for elements other than uranium.

All field parties should collect stream sediment samples in order to

determine background and distribution of all elements of possible

economic interest.

In general, the extent to which exploration can be carried out will

be constrained by the availability of trained manpower and

equipment, which is at present limited, and projects should be

assigned different priorities.

8.2 The Fort Dauphin and Antsirabe areas

It is recommended that the exploration activities in both these

project areas should be confined to the present level. The

potential for speculative uranium resources in both is considered to

be relatively limited (as is also reflected in the low estimates of

speculative resources). The reasons are as follows;

Both areas were subject to prolonged and intense exploration by a

highly competent organisation (i.e. the CEA) in the 1950's and

1960's. The Fort Dauphin uranothorianite appears now to be a

less desirable target than at that time. In the first place,

most of the higher grade, larger tonnage deposits have probably

already been exploited (by open pitting); secondly, thorium is
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now virtually of no value as a co-product; thirdly, known

deposits are characteristically small and low in grade.

The Neogene basins of the Antsirabe area also do not have the

potential for large scale resources. In this area, the use of

newer exploration techniques and ore environment may improve the

chances for locating any exploitable deposits present.

Results obtained during the current exploration programme in the

Antsirabe basin have added little to the estent of known

resources. The present programme is being carried out jointly by

UNDP/IAEA-OMNIS and has almost exclusively concentrated on the

exploration of one mineralized area (at Vinaninkarena) at the

southern edge of the basin. Once this evaluation is completed,

the knowledge gained of ore habit and structure should enable

drilling to basement of all three basins. It is recommended that

part of any future drilling should be devoted to widely spaced

drilling (± 500 m) in order to obtain a regional picture of

stratigraphy and structure in all three Neogene basins.

The programme proposed by CARRIE (1980) is endorsed, which

includes the following;

-Pbotogeology for structural analysis and sedimentological

studies; carborne spectrometry;

etnanometry (springs);

soil and water geochemistry.

-Topographic mapping (1:20 000 or l;40 000) where required.

-Foot-borne radiometry, geological reconnaissance,

geochemical surveys, roughly east-west, spacing to vary

between 500 m to 1 km

-Phased approach to exploration large scale

(i.e. reconnaissance) grid, e.g. for radiometry and

soil geochemistry, followed by smaller grids to define

drilling targets

-Drilling should be core drilling (disequilibrium problem)
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8.3 The Karroo

Little is known of the geology and setting of the uranium

occurrences in the Karroo. The project has been plagued by delays

occasioned by various causes, but from the information available, it

appears that up to the end of 1981, only limited success has been

achieved in the evaluation of the area by the UNDP-IAEA/OMNIS

programme, except a partial verification of the CEA results in the

Folakara region.

The date, ore control and genesis remain to be evaluated. It

appears important before carrying out any further activities to

improve this understanding and to develop an exploration model.

There is agreement with the recommendations of CARRIE, 1980, who

proposes a two-phased programme for the Karroo;

In Phase I, it is the objective to arrive at a better

understanding through.* "Geologic studies on sedimentology and

paleostructures, to develop a structural pattern and evaluate

its influence on the various physico-chemical parameters

controlling remobilisation of uranium (notably variations in

oxidation/reduction);

The area selected for phase I could be east of the axis of

the Tsimiroro horst, because of its enhanced favourability

and better accessibility,*

- Such studies should include compilation of previous (mainly

CFA, also OMNIS petroleum logs) results, landsat imagery and

pbotogeology, to prepare a base map for later detailed

geological mapping in the field (scales 1; 50 000 and 1 : 100

000 in selected areas.);

Where necessary, core drilling for stratigraphic information

should be carried out.
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Regional geochemical (stream sediments) and geophysical

surveys (including seismic).

Pbase II; The programme will be mainly subsurface

exploration to verify and define potential targets

interpreted from the data derived in phase I, to be

carried out by diamond drilling (grid and/or profile).

8.4; Areas having speculative potential for proterozoic

unconformity-related Deposits

A first, reconnaissance phase of a prospection programme to test the

areas in which the unconformities are located might be carried out

by local prospectors under the supervision of a geologist with field

experience in these types of deposits and their geological

environments. It is suggested that the programme include;

- Reconnaissance radiometric surveys along widely spaced

profiles (400 - 500 m) across the unconformaties,

accompanied by prospecting and geochemical (stream

sediment, water and soil) sampling;

- Reconnaissance geological mapping;

- Limited core drilling for stratigraphic and structural

information.

Recognition criteria

To date, the origins of unconformity-related deposits are not

known. Recognition criteria cannot yet be based on a genetic

model. Few generalizations can be made. Deposits of this class

differ in the metamorphic grade of the enclosing host rocks, the

nature of associated minerals and the degree and type of

alteration. All known unconformity related uranium deposits have

been found in stable
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Precarabrian shield areas, marked by moderate to intense deformation

and raetamorphism prior to formation of the associated unconformity

surface. Commonly, sedimentary rocks of low dip and high texturne

and mineralogical maturity, showing vanying degrees of induration,

overlie the unconformity, the metamorphic rocks being below the

unconformity. Mineralogy of the host rocks commonly shows the

wide-spread occurrence of graphite, chlorite and biotite,

accompanied by quartz, feldspars and muscovite.

Relating these general criteria the area of the unconformity between

the Karroo and Lower Proterozoics in Madagascar, it appears that the

environment is not untypical and merits some investigation and

prospection. As in other types of deposits it would be highly

desirable to develop a preliminary model of the host rock

environment and to devise a exploration technique accordingly.

8.5. Areas with speculative potential for uraniferous calcrete deposits

If the area is relatively large, the use of LANDSAT, other remote

sensing imagery and/or air photographs and water geochemistry is

advisable. If anomalous concentrations of uranium are known,

standard exploration techniques for sedimentary deposits can be

employed (PREMOLI 1977). All or part of the following methodology

is applicable in the prospection and exploration for uraniferous

calcretes:

- LANDSAT and/or photo interpretation, including a search

for paleodrainages to interpret ground water convergence

or flow constriction;

- Preparation of base maps, including the location of all

wells;

- Ground follow-up; sampling of all accessible wells and

analysis (U, TDS, pH) and well yield and total depth.
HCO3

If uranium is above background, analyses for V, ,

K, F, Cl, B may be advisable;
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- Mapping of calcretes, including radiometric surveys of

areas with;

surface expressions of anomalous radioactivity;

identification of pedogenic and nonpedogenic calcrete;

- Drilling of calcrete target.

Recognition criteria

The following recognition criteria for uraniferous calcretes have

been described (BENDIX, 1978; CARLISLE, 1980);

Geological setting; On or adjacent to granitic rocks and

greenstones, exposed to weathering and leaching; moderate to low

topographic relief and tectonic stability; large drainage basins,

carbonate-bearing ground water with anomalous uranium and vanadium,

calcrete formation along drainage.

Host rock; Late Pleistocene to Holocene (older deposits are likely

to have been destroyed by leaching.

Lithology; Porcelaneous to earthy calcrete (dolomite and smectite)

replacing alluvial clay (kaolinite) and detrital quartz.
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9. AVAILABLE POLICY OPTIONS

The IUREP mission believes that in order to evaluate favourable

areas fully within a reasonably short time (of the order of five to

ten years), considerable commitments both in fully qualified and

trained personnel and in financial expenditures would be required.

However, without knowing fully the extent, nature quality and

results of previous work, an estimation of such requirements would

be hazardous.

To meet all or part of these requirements the Government has several

alternative options;

9.1 Exclusive National Development

This option would not only demand significant financial commitment

by the Government, but also extensive training of Malagasy nationals

in all disciplines relevant to uranium exploration and development

and at all levels. The latter requirement would, even if funds are

available and committed, delay the programme significantly.

9.2 National, Development in Cooperation with International and/or

Bi-Lateral Financial and Technical Assistance

It is basically unlikely that aid from any one of the international

organisations (UNDP/UN or IAEA, UN Revolving Fund for Mineral

Resources, World Bank, IMF, CEC) could fully satisfy the

requirements. The present UNDP/IAEA assistance is operating at a

modest level. Bilateral assistance would be an alternative. In

either case, such assistance provides a useful means of training of

personnel.

9.3 Foreign Commercial Participation by Uranium Mining Companies in

Exploration and Development

Serious consideration is already being given by the Government to

this alternative, which would have the marked advantage of making
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the foreign expertise readily available to the uranium project

"particularly if the foreign companies act as the operators. In

order to attract foreign investment, conditions must be sufficiently

attractive, particularly in view of the current over-supply of

uranium and the recession in the world's economies.
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